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Fake liftings of Galois covers 
between smooth curves 

Mohamed Saidi 

Abstract. 

In this paper we formulate a refined version of the Oort conjecture 
on liftings of cyclic Galois covers between curves. We introduce the 
notion of fake liftings of cyclic Galois covers between curves; their exis
tence would contradict the Oort conjecture, and we study the geometry 
of their semi-stable models. Finally, we introduce and investigate some 
examples of the smoothening process, which ultimately aims to show 
that fake liftings do not exist. This in turn would imply the Oort 
conjecture. 
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In what follows R is a complete discrete valuation ring of unequal 

characteristic, K ~f Fr(R) the quotient field of R, char(K) = 0, and 
k the residue field of R which we assume to be algebraically closed of 
characteristic p > 0. This paper is motivated by the following problem. 

Problem I. Let X be a proper, smooth, geometrically connected R

curve, and fk : Yk --+ Xk ~f X XR k a finite Galois cover between 
smooth k-curves with group G. Is it possible to lift the Galois cover 
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fk to a Galois cover f Y -+ X' ~£ X x R R' where R' I R is a finite 
extension andY is a smooth R'-curve? 

We shall refer to a lifting f as above, if it exists, as a smooth lifting 
of the Galois cover fk. This problem has been considered successfully 
by Grothendieck in the case where fk is a tamely ramified cover. In this 
case a smooth lifting f as above exists over R (cf. [Gr]). The answer to 
this problem is however No in general. Indeed, in the case where G is the 
full automorphism group of Yk there are examples where the size of G 
exceeds the Hurwitz bound for the size of automorphism groups of curves 
in characteristic zero (cf. [Ro]), and the cover fk can not be lifted in this 
case. Also it is in general necessary to perform a finite extension of R in 
order to solve this problem (cf. [Oo], 1). In the case where fk is wildly 
ramified there are non liftable examples with Galois groups as simple as 
G-=-+ ZlpZ x ZlpZ (cf. [Gr-Ma], 5). See also [Oo], 1, for an example 
of a genus 2 curve in characteristic 5 and an automorphism group of 
cardinality 20 which cannot lift to characteristic 0. The following was 
conjectured by F. Oort. 

Oort conjecture [Conj-0] Problem I has a positive answer if G -=-+ 
ZlmZ is a cyclic group. Moreover, in this case one can chooseR' in a 
solution to Problem I to be the minimal extension of R which contains 
the m-th roots of 1. 

In order to solve this conjecture one may reduce to the case where 
G -=-+ Zlpnz is a cyclic p-group (cf. Lemma 2.1.1). In this case the 
Oort conjecture has been verified when n :::; 2 ( cf. [Se-Oo-Su] for the 
case n = 1, and [Gr-Ma] for the case n = 2). In the approach of Oort, 
Sekiguchi, Suwa, Green, and Matignon one uses the Oort~Sekiguchi
Suwa theory, which provides explicit equations describing the degenera
tion of the Kummer equations in characteristic 0 to the Artin~Schreier~ 
Witt equations in characteristic p > 0. The conjecture [Conj-0] is still 
open. Recently, Obus and Wewers claim to have proved [Conj-0] for 
n = 3 and in several cases when n > 3 (cf. [Ob]). We revisit in §2, 2.1, 
the Oort conjecture. We formulate the following refined version of this 
conjecture ( cf. 2.1, for more details). 

Oort Conjecture Revisited [Conj-0-Rev] We use the same nota
tions as in Problem I. Assume that G -=-+ ZlmZ is a cyclic group. Let 
H be a quotient of G and gk : Zk -+ Xk the Galois subcover of fk with 

group H. Then there exists a smooth Galois lifting g : Z' -+ X' ~f 
X x R R' of gk over some finite extension R' I R. Furthermore, for every 
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smooth lifting g of the Galois subcover 9k of fk as above there exists 

a smooth lifting f : Y" ---+ X" ~f X x R R" of fk over some finite ex
tension R" / R' such that f dominates g, i.e. we have a factorisation 

clef gxR'R" 
f: Y"---+ Z" = Z' XR' R" ---"-"--+ X". Moreover, R" can be chosen to 
be the minimal extension of R' which contains a primitive m-th root of 
1. 

As for the original Oort conjecture, to prove this revisited version 
one may reduce to the case where G -.'::t 7ljpn7l. In the case n = 1 both 
[Conj-0] and [Conj-0-Rev] are clearly equivalent. In Section 2.2, and in 
the case where n = 2, we verify [Conj-0-Rev] in some cases (cf. Lemma 
2.2.1, and Lemma 2.2.2). This paper is motivated by the idea of the 
search for a path, or a bridge, between Garuti's theory developed in 
[Ga] to approach Problem I and the (revisited) Oort conjecture, which 
may lead to the solution of this conjecture. We introduce in §2 the 
notion of fake liftings of cyclic Galois covers between curves with the 
purpose of establishing such a bridge. 

Next, we explain the definition of fake liftings. Assume that G -.'::t 
7ljpn7l, n :;:: 1. Let H be the unique quotient of G with cardinality pn-l. 
We use the notations in Problem I and assume that X = lP':k. In fact one 
can reduce the solution of Problem I to this case ( cf. 2.1, and Lemma 
2.1.1). Let fk : Yk ---+ lP'1 be a finite ramified Galois cover with group G 
and 9k : Xk ---+ lP'_k the Galois subcover of fk with group H. In order to 
solve [Conj-0-Rev] for the Galois cover fk and the subcover gk one may 
proceed by induction on the cardinality of the group G. The case where 
G has cardinality p is solved in [Se-Oo-Su]. So we may assume, by an 
induction hypothesis, that 9k admits a smooth lifting g : X ---+ lP':k defined 
over R, i.e. we assume that [Conj-0] holds for the Galois subcover 9k 
of fk· We would like to show that [Conj-0-Rev] is true for fk and the 
smooth lifting g of the sub-cover gk, i.e. show that g can be dominated 
by a smooth lifting of fk, possibly after a finite extension of R. Consider 
all possible Garuti liftings f : Y ---+ X J4 lP':k of fk which dominate the 
smooth lifting g of 9k. A Garuti lifting f : Y ---+ lP'l of fk : Yk ---+ lP'l is 
a finite Galois cover with group G such that the special fibre Yk of Y 
is irreducible (not necessarily smooth), the finite morphism Yk ---+ lP'l is 
generically Galois with group G, and we have a factorisation fk : Yk ---+ 
Yk ---+ lP'l where the morphism Yk ---+ Yk is a morphism of normalisation 
(cf. [Sal], Definition 2.5.2 for more details. Note that a smooth lifting 
is a Garuti lifting). Garuti liftings f : Y---+ lP':k as above which dominate 
the smooth lifting g : X ---+ lP':k exist by the refined version of Garuti's 
theory established in [Sal], Theorem 2.5.3, and are a priori defined over 
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a finite extension of R. For a Garuti lifting f as above, which we can 
assume is defined over R, the degree of the different in the morphism 

fK : YK ~f Y xRK--+ lP'k between generic fibres is greater than or equal 
to the degree of the different in the morphism fk : Yk --+ lP'~. Moreover, 
Y is smooth over R, which implies that [Conj-0-Rev] holds in this case, 
if and only if these degrees of different are equal. Next, we argue by 
contradiction. Assume that [Conj-0-Rev] doesn't hold for the Galois 
cover fk and the smooth lifting g of the subcover gk. In particular, for 
all possible Garuti liftings f as above Y is not smooth over R. A Garuti 
lifting f : Y --+ lP'k as above such that the degree of the different in the 

morphism fK : YK ~f Y XR K--+ lP'k between generic fibres is minimal, 
among all possible f's, is called a fake lifting of the Galois cover fk 
relative to the smooth lifting g of gk ( cf. Definition 2.3.2). Fake liftings 
won't exist if [Conj-0-Rev] is true. In fact in order to prove [Conj-0-
Rev] for the Galois cover fk and the smooth lifting g of gk it suffices to 
show that fake liftings f as above do not exist (cf. Remark 2.3.3). 

One expects fake liftings to have very special properties, which pos
sibly may lead to their non existence. Special properties of fake liftings 
should be encoded in their semi-stable models. Let f : Y --+ X 4 lP'k be 
a fake lifting as above, assuming it exists. In §2, we study the geometry 
of a minimal semi-stable model Y' --+ Y of Y, which we suppose defined 
over R, and in which the ramified points in the morphism fK : YK--+ lP'k 
specialise in smooth distinct points of Y£ ~f Y' XR k. It turns out that 
these semi-stable models have indeed very specific properties, which are 
in some sense reminiscent to the properties of the minimal semi-stable 
models of smooth liftings of cyclic Galois covers between curves. We 
prove, among other facts, that the configuration of the special fibre 

Y£ ~f Y' x R k of the semi-stable model Y' of the fake lifting f is tree
like (cf. Theorem 2.5.4 (i)). Moreover, all the irreducible components 
of positive genus in Y£ which contribute to the difference between the 
generic and special different in the morphism f : Y --+ lP'k are end ver
tices of the tree associated to Y£ with special properties ( cf. loc. cit). 
In the course of proving this result we establish some of the properties 
of the minimal semi-stable model of an order pn automorphism of a p
adic open disc, with no inertia at the level of special fibres, that were 
established in the case n = 1 in [Gr-Mal] (cf. 2.5.3). 

Finally, in §3, we introduce the smoothening process for a fake lifting 
f : Y --+ X 4 lP'k as above. The ultimate aim of this process is to show 
that fake liftings do not exist. This in turn would prove [Conj-0-Rev]. 
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The basic idea of smoothening of the fake lifting f is to construct, start
ing from j, a new Garuti lifting h : Y1 --+ X !4 lP'k which dominates 
the smooth lifting g of gk and such that the degree of the different in 

the morphism h,K : Y1,K ~£ Y1 XR K--+ lP'k between generic fibres is 
smaller than the degree of the different in the morphism fK : YK --+ lP'k. 
We call such h a smoothening of f. If this construction is possible, it 
would imply that the fake lifting f doesn't exist. Indeed, this would 
contradict the minimality of the generic different in f, hence will prove 
[Conj-0-Rev] for the Galois cover fk and the smooth lifting g of the sub
cover gk. We describe a formal way, using formal patching techniques, 
to construct a smoothening h of the fake lifting f : Y --+ lP'k starting 
from the minimal semi-stable model Y' --+ Y of Y ( cf. 3.1). This con
struction is related to the existence of (internal) irreducible components 

in the special fibre Pk of the quotient P ~£ Y' j G of the semi-stable 
model Y' by G, which satisfy certain technical conditions arising from 
the geometry of the semi-stable model Y' and the Galois cover Y' --+ P. 
We call such a component a removable vertex of the tree associated to 

Pk ~£ P x R k ( cf. Definition 3.1.2). The existence of a removable vertex 
in Pk leads immediately to the existence of a smoothening h of the fake 
lifting f as above ( cf. Definition 3.1.3). 

We show that the smoothening process is possible in the case where 
G -.:::'t ZjpZ (cf Proposition 3.2.2). This gives an alternative proof of the 
Oort conjecture in this case. This proof, though simple, is striking in the 
view of the author in many respects. First, this proof is not explicit, in 
the sense that it doesn't produce an explicit lifting of the Galois cover fk. 
Second, the proof doesn't rely (in any form) on the degeneration of the 
Kummer equation to the Artin-Schreier equation as in [Se-Oo-Su] ( cf. 
also [Gr-Ma]), but rather on the degeneration of the Kummer equation 
to a radicial equation (cf. proof of Proposition 3.2.2). This suggests the 
possibility of proving [Conj-0] without using the Oort-Sekiguchi-Suwa 
theory. In the case where n = 2, i.e. G--=+ Zjp2Z, we give, in 3.3, some 
sufficient conditions for the existence of removable vertices which lead 
to the execution of the smoothening process ( cf. cf. Proposition 3.3.1). 

Next, we briefly review the content of each section of this paper. 
In §1 we collect some background material which is used in this paper. 
In §2 we revisit the Oort conjecture and introduce the notion of fake 
liftings of cyclic Galois covers between curves. We then establish the 
main properties of their minimal semi-stable models in 2.5.4. In §3 we 
introduce the notion of the smoothening process for fake liftings and we 
investigate on some examples, in degree p and p2 , this process. 
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§1. Background 

In this section we collect some background material which is used 
in this paper. 

1.1. Formal Patching 

In this subsection we explain the procedure which allows to con
struct (Galois) covers of curves in the setting of formal geometry, by 
patching covers of formal affine curves with covers of formal fibres at 
closed points of the special fibre ( cf. [Sa], 1, for more details). Let R be 
a complete discrete valuation ring with fraction field K, residue field k, 
and uniformiser 1r. Let X be an admissible formal R-scheme which is 
an R-curve; meaning that the special fibre Xk ~f X XR k is a reduced 
one-dimensional scheme of finite type over k. Let Z be a finite set of 

closed points of X. For a point x E Z let Xx ~f SpfOx,x be the formal 
completion of X at x, which is the formal fibre at the point x. Let X' 
be a formal open subscheme of X whose special fibre is Xk \ Z. For 
each closed point x E Z let {Pi}f=1 be the set of minimal prime ideals 
of Ox,x which contain 1r; they correspond to the branches { 7Ji}i=l of the 

clef A 

completion of Xk at x, and let Xx,i = SpfOx,P, be the formal comple-
tion of the localisation of Xx at P;. The local ring Ox,Pi is a complete 
discrete valuation ring. The set {Xx,di= 1 is the set of boundaries of the 
formal fibre Xx. For each i E { 1, ... , n} we have a canonical morphism 
Xx,i-+ Xx. 

Definition 1.1.1. With the same notations as above a ( G- )cover 
patching data for the pair (X, Z) consists of the following. 
(i) A finite (Galois) cover Y'-+ X' (with group G). 
(ii) For each point x E Z is given a finite (Galois) cover Yx -+ Xx (with 
group G). 

The above data (i) and (ii) must satisfy the following compatibility 
condition. 
(iii) If {Xx,di= 1 are the boundaries of the formal fibre at the point x, 
then for each i E {1, ... , n} is given a ( G-equivariant) Xx-isomorphism 

Property (iii) should hold for each x E Z. 

The following is the main patching result that we will use in this 
paper ( cf [Sa] 1) for more details). 
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Proposition 1.1.2. We use the same notations as above. Given a 
(G-)cover patching data as in Definition 1.1.1 there exists a unique, up 
to isomorphism, (Galois) cover Y -+ X (with group G) which induces 
the above (G-)cover in Definition 1.1.1 (i) when restricted to X', and 
induces the above (G-)cover in Definition 1.1.1 (ii) when pulled-back to 
Xx, for each point x E Z. 

1.1.3. We use the same notations as above. Let X E z and xk the 
normalisation of Xk. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
set of points of Xk above X and the set of boundaries of the formal fibre 
at the point X. Let Xi be the point of xk above X which corresponds to 
the boundary Xx,i, fori E {1, ... , n }. Assume that the point x E Xk(k) is 
rational. Then the completion of xk at Xi is isomorphic to the spectrum 
of a ring of formal power series k[[ti]] in one variable over k, where ti 
is a local parameter at Xi· The complete local ring Ox,Pi is a discrete 
valuation ring with residue field isomorphic to k((ti)). Let Ti E Ox,Pi 
be an element which lifts ti. Such an element is called a parameter of 
Ox,Pi. Then there exists an isomorphism Ox,P, -=+ R[[Ti]]{Ti- 1 } where 

00 

R[[T]]{T- 1 } ~f { L aiTi, _lim lail = 0}, 
. z-+-oo 

and I I is a normalised absolute value of R. 
As a direct consequence of the above patching result, and the theo

rems of liftings of etale covers (cf. [Gr]), one obtains the following (well
known) local-global principle for liftings of (Galois) covers of curves. 

Proposition 1.1.4. Let X be a proper, fiat, algebraic (or formal) 

R-curve and let Z '!;! { xi}£=1 be a finite set of closed points of X. Let fk : 
Yk -+ Xk be a finite generically separable (Galois) cover (with group G) 
whose branch locus is contained in Z. Assume that for each i E {1, ... , n} 
there exists a (Galois) cover fi : Yi -+ SpfOx,x, (with group G) which 

lifts the (Galois) cover 1\,xi -+ SpecOxbx, induced by fk, where Oxk,x, 
(resp. 1\,x) denotes the completion of Xk at Xi (resp. the completion of 
Yk above Xi)· Then there exists a unique, up to isomorphism, (Galois) 
cover f : Y -+ X (with group G) which lifts the (Galois) cover fk and 
which is isomorphic to the cover fi when pulled back to SpfOx,xu for 
eachiE{1, ... ,n}. 

1.2. Degeneration of f.Lp-torsors 

In this subsection we recall the (well-known) degeneration of /Lp
torsors from zero to positive characteristic above the boundaries of for
mal fibres of formal R-curves at closed points. Here R denotes a complete 
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discrete valuation ring of unequal characteristic with fraction field K, 
residue field k of characteristic p > 0, uniformiser 1r, and which contains 

(: a primitive p-th root of 1. We write .\ ~f (- 1. We denote by VK 
the valuation of K which is normalised by vK(1r) = 1. First, we recall 
the definition of a certain class of R-group schemes ( cf. [Se-Oo-Su], for 
more details). 

1.2.1. Torsors under finite and flat R-group schemes of rank 
p: the group schemes 9n and Hn. Let n ~ 1 be an integer. Define 

the affine R-group scheme 9n,R ~f Spec(An) as follows. 

(i) An ~f R[X, l+;nx ]. 

(ii) The comultiplication Cn : An --+ An ®RAn is defined by cn(X) ~f 
X ® 1 + 1 ® X + 1rn X ® X. 
(iii) The coinverse in :An--+ An is defined by in(X) ~f -l+;;nx. 

(iv) The counit En :An--+ R is defined by En(X) ~f 0. 

One verifies that 9n ~f 9n,R is an affine, commutative, and smooth 
R-group scheme with generic fibre (Qn)K ..=+ Gm,K and special fibre 
(Qn)k ..=+ Ga,k· Assume that n satisfies the following condition 

0 < n(p- 1) :S: VK(p). 

Consider the map rPn : 9n--+ 9pn given by: 

Then ¢n is a surjective homomorphism of R-group schemes. Denote 

by Hn ~f Hn,R ~f Ker(¢n)· The group scheme Hn is finite, fiat, and 
commutative of rank p. Under the assumption ( *) one verifies that 

the generic fibre Hn,K ~f Hn ®R K -=+ /1p,K is etale, the special fibre 

Hn,k ~f Hn ®R k -=+ ap,k is radicial of type ap if n < vK(.\), and 

Hn,k ~f Hn ®R k-=+ (7Ljp7L)k is etale if n = VK(A). 
clef A Let U = Spf be a formal affine R-scheme and f : V --+ U a torsor 

under the group scheme Hn, for some n as above satisfying ( *). Then 
there exists a regular function u E A such that the image u of u in 

A ~f Aj1rA is not a p power if n < VK(.\), 1 + 1rPnu is defined up to 
multiplication by a p-th power of the form (1 + 1rnv )P, and the torsor f 
is given by an equation (X')P = (1 + 1rn X)P = 1 + 1rnpu where X' and 
X are indeterminates. Moreover, the natural morphism fk : Vk --+ Uk 
between the special fibres is either the ap-torsor given by the equation 
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xP = u where x = X mod 1r, and u = u mod 1r, if n < vx(>.). Or is 
the Z/pZ-torsor given by the equation xP- x = u where x =X mod 1r, 

and u = u mod 1r, if n = vx(>.). 
Next, we recall the degeneration of {Lp-torsors on the boundary 

X ~f SpfR[[T]]{T- 1 } of formal fibres of germs of formal R-curves. Here 
R[[T]]{T- 1 } is as in 1.1.3. Note that R[[T]]{T- 1 } is a complete discrete 
valuation ring with uniformising parameter 1r and residue field k( ( t)), 
where t = T mod 1r. 

Proposition 1.2.2. Let A '!;! R[[T]]{T- 1 } (cf. 1.1.3) and f : 
SpfB --+ SpfA a non trivial Galois cover of degree p. Assume that the 
ramification index of the corresponding extension of discrete valuation 
rings equals 1. Then f is a tors or under a finite and fiat R-group scheme 
G of rank p. Let 6 be the degree of the different in the above extension. 
The following cases occur. 

(a) 6 = v K (p). Then f is a tors or under the group scheme G = /-Lp,R 
and two cases occur. 

( a1) For a suitable choice of the parameter T of A the tors or f is 
given, after possibly a finite extension of R, by an equation ZP = Th. In 
this case we say that the torsor f has a degeneration of type (f-Lp,O,h). 

( a2) For a suitable choice of the parameter T of A the tors or f is 
given, after possibly a finite extension of R, by an equation ZP = 1 + rm 
where m is a positive integer prime to p. In this case we say that the 
torsor f has a degeneration of type (f-Lp, -m, 0). 

(b) 0 < 6 < vx(p). Then f is a torsor under the group scheme 
Hn,R, where n is such that 6 = v K (p) - n(p - 1). Moreover, for a 
suitable choice of the parameter T the torsor f is given, after possibly a 
finite extension of R, by an equation ZP = 1 + 1rPnTm with m E Z prime 
to p. In this case we say that the torsor f has a degeneration of type 
( o:P, -m, 0). 

(c) 6 = 0. Then f is an etale torsor under the R-group scheme 
G = 1ivK(>.),R and is given, after possibly a finite extension of R, by an 
equation ZP = 1 + ).PTm where m is a negative integer prime to p, for 
a suitable choice of the parameter T of A. In this case we say that the 
torsor f has a degeneration of type (ZjpZ, -m, 0). 

Proof. See [Sa], Proposition 2.3. Q.E.D. 

§2. Fake liftings of cyclic covers between smooth curves 

In this section we formulate a refined version of Oort conjecture 
on liftings of cyclic covers between curves. We introduce the notion of 
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fake liftings of cyclic covers between curves and study their semi-stable 
models. 

2.1. The Oort conjecture 

First, we recall the following main conjecture which was formulated 
by F. Oort and several of its variants. In what follows R is as in 1.1. 

The Original Oort conjecture [Conj-0] (cf. [Oo] and [Ool]) Let 
fk : Yk -+ Xk be a finite (possibly ramified) Galois cover between smooth 
k-curves with group G..=+ ZlmZ a cyclic group. Then there exists a finite 
extension R' I R and a Galois cover f' : Y' -+ X' between smooth R'-

curves with group G, such that the special fibre X£ ~f X' xR k (resp. 

y~ ~f Y' XR k) is isomorphic to xk (resp. is isomorphic to Yk) and the 

natural morphism f£ ~f f' x R k : Y~ -+ X£ which is induced by f' on 
the level of special fibres is isomorphic to fk. 

In the original version of the conjecture one doesn't fix R but fixes 
k, fk, and asks for the existence of a local domain R dominating the 
ring of Witt vectors W(k) over which a lifting of fk exists as part of the 
conjecture (cf. [Oo]). One can formulate several variants of the above 
conjecture that we will list below. 

[Conj-01] Let X be a proper, smooth, geometrically connected R-curve 

and fk : Yk -+ Xk ~f X XR k a finite (possibly ramified) Galois cover 
between smooth k-curves with group G ..=+ ZlmZ. Then there exists 

a finite extension R' I R and a Galois cover f' : Y' -+ X' ~f X x R R' 
between smooth R'-curves with group G, such that the special fibre 

X£ ~f X' XR k (resp. Y~ ~f Y' XR k) equals Xk (resp. is isomorphic to 

Yk) and the natural morphism f£ ~f f' xR k: Y~-+ X£= Xk which is 
induced by f' on the level of special fibres is isomorphic to fk. We call 
f' as above a smooth lifting of fk over R'. 

[Conj-02] Let fk : Yk -+ IP'l be a finite ramified Galois cover, with 
Yk a smooth k-curve, and with group G ..=+ ZlmZ. Then there exists 
a finite extension R' I R and a finite Galois cover f' : Y' -+ lP'1, with 
Y' a smooth R'-curve, with group G, such that the natural morphism 

f£ ~f f' x R k : Y~ -+ IP'l which is induced by f' on the level of special 
fibres is isomorphic to fk. 

[Conj-03] Let fk : Yk -+ lP'l be a finite Galois cover with Yk a smooth 
k-curve and with group G..=+ ZlmZ, which is (totally) ramified above a 
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unique point oo E lP'~. Then there exists a finite extension R' I R, a finite 
Galois cover f' : Y' ---+ JP:k, with Y' a smooth R'-curve, with group G, 

and such that the natural morphism fk ~ f' x R k : Y{ ---+ lP'~ which is 
induced by f' on the level of special fibres is isomorphic to fk. 

- def - def - -
[Conj-04] Let X = SpecR[[T]] and Xk = Speck[[t]]. Let fk : Yk ---+ Xk 

be a finite morphism which is generically Galois with group G-=+ 7Lim7L, 
with Yk normal and connected. Then there exists a finite extension 

- - def - -
R' I R and a smooth lifting f' : Y' ---+ X' = X x R R' of fkl i.e. Y' -=+ 
SpecR'[[T']] is R'-smooth and the natural morphism fk: Y{---+ X~= xk 
which is induced by f' at the level of special fibres is isomorphic to fk. 

Moreover, in the above conjectures [Conj-01], [Conj-02], [Conj-
03], and [Conj-04] one predicts that R' can be chosen to be the min
imal extension of R which contains a primitive m-th root of 1. In fact 
all the above variants of the Oort conjecture turn out to be equivalent. 
More precisely, we have the following. 

Lemma 2.1.1. The above conjectures [Conj-0], [Conj-01], 
[Conj-02], [Conj-03], and [Conj-04] are all equivalent. Moreover, 
in order to solve the above conjecture(s) it suffices to treat the case where 
G-=+ Zlpnz is a cyclic p-group. 

Proof. Follows easily from the local-global principle for the lift
ing of Galois covers between curves ( cf. Proposition 1.1.4), the result 
of approximation of local extensions by global extensions due to Katz, 
Gabber, and Harbater, (cf. [Ha], and [Ka]), and the formal patching 
result in Proposition 1.1.2. The last assertion can also be easily verified 
(see for example the arguments in [Gr-Ma], 6). Q.E.D. 

Oort conjecture holds true in the case where the Galois cover fk is 
etale, as follows from the theorems of liftings of etale covers (cf. [Gr]). 
In this case the statement of the conjecture is true for any finite group G 
(not necessarily cyclic), and a smooth lifting exists over R. In the case 
where G -=+ 7Lipnz is a cyclic p-group the conjecture has been verified 
in the cases where n = 1 and n = 2 ( cf. [Se-Oo-Su] for the case n = 1 
and [Gr-Ma] for the case n = 2). In this paper we propose the following 
refined version of the Oort conjecture. More precisely, we will formulate 
a refined version of [Conj-01]. 

Oort Conjecture revisited [Conj-01-Rev] Let X be a proper, smooth, 

geometrically connected R-curve and fk : yk ---+ xk ~f X XR k a finite 
(possibly ramified) Galois cover between smooth k-curves with group 
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G ~ Zlm7L Let H be a quotient of G and 9k : Zk ---t Xk the cor
responding Galois subcover of fk with group H. Then there exists a 

smooth Galois lifting g : Z' ---t X' ~ X xR R' of 9k over some fi
nite extension R' I R, i.e. g is a Galois cover with group H between 
smooth R'-curves which is a lifting of 9k (cf. [Conj-01]). Further
more, for every smooth lifting g of the Galois subcover 9k of fk as 
above there exists a finite extension R" I R' and a finite Galois cover 

f : Y" ---t X" ~f X xR R" between smooth R"-curves with group G, 
which is a smooth lifting of fk, and such that f dominates g, i.e. we 

. . def gXRtR" 
have a factonsatwn f : Y" ---t Z" = Z' x R' R" --'-"-+ X". Moreover, 
R" can be chosen to be the minimal extension of R' which contains a 
primitive m-th root of 1. 

Remark 2.1.2. In a similar way as in the above discussion one can 
revisit the above (equivalent) variants of the original Oort conjecture, 
and formulate the revisited versions [Conj-02-Rev], [Conj-03-Rev], 
and [Conj-04-Rev], which turn out to be all equivalent to [Conj-01-
Rev] (use similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.1). Moreover, 
in order to solve these revisited versions one can reduce to the case where 
G ~ 'Z,jpnz is a cyclic p-group. In the case where n = 1 (i.e. G is a 
cyclic group of cardinality p) the revisited Oort conjecture is clearly true, 
since the (original) Oort conjecture is true in this case (see [Se-Oo-Su]). 

2.2. 

Next, we give examples where the revisited Oort conjecture can be 
verified in the case where G ~ Zlp2 Z. 

Assume that G ~ Zlp2 Z. We will work within the framework of 

[Conj-04-Rev] (cf. Remark 2.1.2). More precisely, let X ~f SpecR[[T]] 
- def -

and Xk = Speck[[t]] its special fibre (t = T mod 1r). Let fk : Zk ---t Xk 
be a cyclic Galois cover of degree p2 with Zk normal, and hk : Z~ ---t Xk 
its unique Galois subcover of degree p. A smooth local lifting of fk 
( cf. [Conj-04]) exists by [Gr-Ma], Theorem 5.5, over R if R contains 
the p2-th roots of 1. Assume that R contains a primitive p 2-th root 
of 1. Let h : Z' ---t X be a smooth Galois lifting of hk, i.e. h is a 

Galois cover of degree p, Z' ~f SpecA', A' ~ R[[S']] is an open disc, 
and h induces the Galois cover hk on the level of special fibres. Then 
in order to verify the [Conj-04-Rev] for the Galois cover fk and the 
smooth lifting h of hk one has to show that there exists a smooth Galois 
lifting f : Z ---t X of fk, i.e. f is a cyclic Galois cover of degree p2 , 

Z ~f SpecA, A~ R[[S]] is an open disc, and f induces the Galois cover 
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fk on the level of special fibres, which dominates h; i.e. such that we 

have a factorisation f : Z -+ Z' .!:r X. 
We use arguments similar to the ones used in [Gr-Ma]. The Galois 

cover fk is generically given, for an appropriate choice of the parameter 
t, by the equations: 

and 

(**) X~- X2 =c(xl{, -xi)+ L asC 8 

O:Ss<m1 (p-1) 

+ L cJP L (xl{- x1)iPJ,p-i(xl{- xl)P, 
O:Sj <m1 O<i<p 

where ai E k, Pj,p-i E k[x] are polynomials of respective degrees dj,p-i, 

gcd(m1,p) = 1, and c(x, y) ~f (x+yJP-;P+(-yP) (see [Gr-Ma], Lemma 

5.1). Moreover, the degree of the different in the Galois cover fk is 

ds ~f (m1 + 1)(p- 1)p + (m2 + 1)(p- 1), 

where m2 ~f maxo:::;j<m1 (p2m1,p(jp+ (i+pdj,p-i)ml))- (p-1)m1 (cf. 
O<i<p 

loc. cit.). Let ( 2 E R be a primitive p2-th root of 1. Let ( 1 ~ (~ and 

).. ~f ( 1 - 1. The smooth lifting h : Z' -+ X of hk is generically given 
(by the Oort-Sekiguchi-Suwa theory ( cf. [Se-Oo-Su])) by an equation 

(>..X1: ~)P- 1 = j(T), 

where f(T) = ~~~j, h(T) E R[[T]], g(T) E R[T] is a distinguished 
polynomial (i.e. its highest coefficient is a unit in R), the degree of g(T) 
is m, the Weierstrass degree of h(T) is m', m 2" m', and m - m' = m 1. 

Furthermore, ~~~j = y-m1 mod 1r. The smoothness of Z' is equivalent, 

by the local criterion for smoothness ( cf. [ Gr-Ma], 3.4), to the fact that 
the Galois cover hx : z~-+ Xx which is induced by h between generic 
fibres, and which is given by the equation (>..X1 + 1)P = >-.Ph~~g(T), is 

1 

ramified above m1 + 1 distinct geometric points of Xx. Moreover, x; "' 1 

is a parameter for the open disc Z', as follows easily from arguments 
similar to the ones given in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [ Gr-Ma] ( cf. 
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also [Gr-Ma], proof of 3.4). We will consider two cases, depending on 
the lift h of hk, where we can prove the revisited Oort conjecture [Conj-
04-Rev] for the smooth lifting h: Z'-+ X (i.e. we can dominate h by 
a smooth lifting f of fk)· These two cases are considered separately in 
the following Lemmas 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. 

Lemma 2.2.1. With the same notations as above assume that in 
the above second equation (**) defining the Galois cover fk we have 

O<C:s<m 1 (p-1) O<i<p 

and also assume that the degree of g(T) above equals m 1 . (In particular, 
h(T) E R[[T]] above is a unit in this case). Then there exists a smooth 
lifting f of fk which dominates the smooth lifting h of hk. In particular, 
[Conj-04-rev] is true under these conditions for the Galois cover fk 
and the smooth lifting h of the subcover hk. 

Proof. Consider the cover f : Z-+ X which is generically given by 
the equations 

(i) (.\X1 : ~)P - 1 = f(T), 

where f(T) = h(T)jg(T) is as above, and 

(ii) (.\X2 + ExpP(pX1))P = (.\X1 + 1)Expp(fLPY), 

def xp-1 
where ExpPX = 1 + X + ... + (p- 1)1 is the truncated exponential, 

~f l (" ) - 1 - r (-1)P- 1 ~;g- 1 (E d l d t fL - ogP <,2 - <,2 + ...... + p-1 xpP an ogP eno e 
the truncation of the exponential and the logarithm, respectively, by 

def (.\X +1)P-1 h(T) . . 
terms of degree > p- 1), and Y = 1 .\P = g(T). Then f 1s a 

cyclic Galois cover of degree p 2 which generically lifts the Galois cover 
fk (cf. [Gr-Ma], the discussion in the beginning of 3, and Lemma 5.2). 
We claim that Z is smooth over R. Indeed, the degree of the different 
in the morphism fk : Z k -+ X k in this case is 

d8 = (m1 + 1)(p- 1)p + (p2 m1 - (p- 1)m1 + 1)(p- 1). 

Moreover, the above second equation (ii) defining the lifting f is 

(X~)P = (.\X1 + 1)Expp(!LPY) 

h(T) 1-Lp(p-l) h(T)CP- 1) 

= (1 + .\XI)(1 + ILP g(T) + .... + (p- 1)! g(T)(p-1)) 
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p h(T) l"v(v-l) h(T)(P- 1) 

and 1 + f-L g(T) + .... + (p- 1)! g(T)Cv 1 ) equals 

(p- 1)!g(T)P-1 + J-LP(p- 1)!h(T)g(T)P-2 + .... + f-LP(P- 1lh(T)(P- 1) 

(p- 1)!g(T)P-1 

Furthermore, (p- 1)! g(T)P- 1 + J-LP(p- 1)! h(T)g(T)P-2 + ... 
1 

+J-LP(P- 1) h(T)(P- 1) can be written as a series in x; "'1 whose Weier-
strass degree is pm1 (p- 1) (since we assumed the degree of g(T) to be 
ml). From this we deduce that the degree of the generic different dry in 
the cover fK: ZK--+ XK satisfies dry'S (m1 + 1)(p2 -1) +pm1 (p-1) 2 , 

which implies dry 'S d8 • One then concludes that dry = d8 , hence that 
Z is smooth over R, since in general we must have d8 'S dw More-

over, we have (by construction) a natural factorisation f : Z --+ Z' .!\ 
X. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.2.2. With the same notations as above. Assume that 
g(T) = Tm 1 • Thus, h(T) E R[[T]] is a unit. (This case is rather special, 
since the corresponding smooth lifting h of the Galois subcover hk has the 
property that all branched points are equidistant in the p-adic topology 
of K ). Then there exists a smooth lifting f of fk which dominates the 
smooth lifting h of hk. In particular, [Conj-04-rev] is true under these 
conditions for the Galois cover fk and the smooth lifting h of the subcover 
hk. 

Proof. Consider the lifting f : Z --+ X of the Galois cover fk 
zk --+ xk which is generically given by the equations 

(i') (.AX1: ~)P- 1 = f(T), 

where f(T) = ~\!:} satisfies the above condition in the Lemma, and 

(ii') [.AX2 + Expp(J-LXI)(1 + L T-jJ-Li(p- i)!Pj,p-i(f(T)))]P 
O:Sj<m1 
O<i<p 

= (G(T- 1 ) + pf-LP L AsT-8 )(.AX1 + 1), 
O<s<r 

def xp-1 • d . l d where ExpPX = 1 +X+ ... + (p- 1)! 1s the truncate exponent1a, an 

c!te.f l (~' ) - 1 /' ( 1)P-1 (~- 1 
• th f f J-L - ogP <,2 - - .,2 + ...... + - p-1 , are as m e proo o 

Lemma 2.2.1, the polynomial G ~f G( (>.x1_:;lv- 1 ) is defined in a similar 
way as in [Gr-Ma], Lemma 5.4, Pj,p-i E R[X] are primitive polynomials 
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which lift the Pj,p~i E k[x], and As E R lift the as (cf. loc. cit). Then 
f : Z --+ X is a Galois cover with a cyclic Galois group (isomorphic 
to Z/p2 Z) and Z is smooth over R, as follows from the local criterion 
for good reduction (cf. [Gr-Ma], 3.4), by using Lemma 5.4 in [Gr-Ma] 
(where among others the degree of Gin y~l is computed), and the same 
argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.5 in loc. cit. The key points here 

1 

are that x; "' 1 is a parameter for the disc Z' and the key Lemma 5.4 

in [Gr-Ma] is valid by replacing G ~£ G(T~m1 ) there by G ~£ G(f(T)) 
in our case (formally speaking only the degree in y~l of f(T), which 
is m 1 , plays a role in loc. cit.). Moreover, we have (by construction) a 

natural factorisation f: Z--+ Z' A X. Q.E.D. 

2.3. 

Next, we will introduce the notion of fake liftings of cyclic Galois 
covers between smooth curves. We will work within the framework of 
[Conj-02-Rev]. 

Let n 2: 1 be a positive integer. Let fk : Yk --+ JID~ be a finite ramified 
Galois cover, where Yk is a smooth k-curve, with group G ..=+ Zjpnz. 
We denote by 9k : Xk --+ JID~ the unique subcover of !k which is Galois 
with group H-=+ Zjpn~lz. We have a canonical factorisation 

where hk : Yk --+ Xk is a cyclic Galois cover between smooth k-curves of 
degree p. We assume that the Galois cover 9k : Xk --+ JID~ can be lifted 
to a Galois cover between smooth R-curves, i.e. there exists a finite 
Galois cover g : X --+ JP1 with group H, where X is smooth over R, 

xk ~£X XR k is isomorphic to xk, and such that the morphism induced 
by g at the level of special fibres 9k : xk --+ JID~ is isomorphic to the 
Galois cover 9k : Xk --+ JID~. There exists a Garuti lifting of the Galois 
cover fk which dominates g ( cf. [Sal], Definition 2.5.2. for the definition 
of Garuti liftings of Galois covers between smooth curves) .. We assume 
(for simplicity) that such a Garuti lifting is defined over R, i.e. there 
exists a finite Galois cover J : Y --+ JPk with group G and Y normal, 

which dominates g, i.e. we have a factorisation J : Y .!.:, X 4 JPk, 
and such that the morphism Jk : Yk ~£ Y XR k --+ JID~ between special 
fibres is generically etale, Galois with group G, dominates 9k (i.e. we 

have a factorisation Jk : Yk --+ xk 4 JPD, the normalisation yr;or of Yk 
is isomorphic to Yk (in particular, Yk is irreducible), and the natural 
morphism between the normalisations yr;or --+ JID~ (which is Galois) is 
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isomorphic to fk ( cf. loc. cit. Theorem 2.5.3). (Note that a smooth 
lifting of the Galois cover fk : Yk --+ lP'~ is by definition a Garuti lifting). 

Let 677 ~f 6/K (resp. 68 ~ 6!k) be the degree of the different in the 

morphism ]K : YK ~f Y XR K --+ lP'k between generic fibres (resp. in 
the morphism fk : Yk --+ lP'D. It is well known (and easy to verify) 
that we have the inequality 677 2" 68 • Furthermore, the equality 677 = 68 

holds if and only if Y is smooth over R (which is equivalent to Yk being 
isomorphic to Yk), as follows from the local criterion for good reduction 
(cf. [Gr-Ma], 3.4). We will consider the following assumption. 

2.3.1. Assumption (A): Let n 2" 1 be a positive integer and 
fk : Yk --+ lP'~ a cyclic Galois cover with group G -=+ Zlpnz, with Yk 
a smooth k-curve. Let 9k : Xk --+ lP'~ be the unique Galois subcover 
of fk of degree pn-l. Assume that 9k has a smooth Galois lifting g : 
X --+ lP'k, (over some finite extension R' I R). We say that the Galois 
cover fk : Yk --+ lP'~ satisfies the assumption (A), with respect to the 
smooth lifting g of the subcover gk, if for all possible Garuti liftings 
] : Y --+ lP'k" of the Galois cover fk : Yk --+ lP'~ which dominate g (see 
preceding discussion) and are defined over a finite extension R" I R', the 

strict inequality 677 ~f 6JK" > 68 ~f 6!k (where K" ~f Fr(R")) holds. 
In other words the assumption (A) is satisfied if there doesn't exist a 
smooth lifting of fk which dominates the given smooth lifting g of the 
subcover 9k of fk· Note that if [Conj-02-Rev] (cf Remark 2.1.2) is 
true then no Galois cover fk : Yk --+ lP'~ as above satisfies the assumption 
(A). 

Next, we introduce the notion of fake liftings of cyclic Galois covers 
between curves which naturally arise if cyclic Galois covers satisfy the 
above assumption (A). 

Definition 2.3.2. Fake liftings of cyclic covers between 
curves: Assume that the Galois cover fk : Yk --+ lP'~ satisfies the as
sumption (A) with respect to the smooth lifting g of the subcover 9k 

(cf. 2.3.1). Let 6 ~f min{6JK"}, where the minimum is taken among 

all possible Garuti liftings j : Y --+ lP'k" of fk as above which domi
nate the smooth lifting g : X --+ lP'k, of the subcover 9k : Xk --+ lP'~. 

Note that 6 > 68 by assumption. We call a lifting j : Y --+ lP'k" as 
above satisfying the equality 61- = 6 a fake lifting of the Galois cover 

K" 

fk : Yk --+ lP'k, relative to the smooth lifting g of the sub-cover 9k· Note 
that if j : Y --+ lP'k" is a fake lifting of the Galois cover fk then Y is (by 
definition) not smooth over R". 
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Remark 2.3.3. Fake liftings as in Definition 2.3.2 won't exist if 
[Conj-02-Rev] is true, hence the reason we call them fake. Moreover, 
in order to prove the (revisited) Oort conjecture it suffices to prove that 
fake liftings do not exist, as follows from the various definitions above. 

2.4. 

In this subsection we introduce some notations related to the semi
stable geometry of curves which will be used in the next Subsection 2.5, 
where we investigate the geometry of the (minimal) semi-stable models 
of fake liftings of cyclic Galois covers between smooth curves. 

Let fk : Yk --+ JP'~ be a finite ramified Galois cover with group G ~ 
Z/pnz, n 2: 1. Let G _...,. H ~ Z/pn-lz be the (unique) quotient of G 
with cardinality pn-l. Let 9k : Xk --+ JP'~ be the cyclic subcover of !k 
with group H. Assume that there exists g : X --+ lP'k a smooth Galois 
lifting of 9k over R. Let j : Y --+ lP'k be a fake lifting of the Galois 
cover fk : Yk --+ JP'~ (with respect to the smooth lifting g of 9k), which 
dominates the smooth lifting g of 9k (cf. Definition 2.3.2). We assume 
that both j and g are defined over R for simplicity. We have a natural 

factorisation j : Y ~ X ..!4 lP'k where h : Y --+ X is a finite Galois cover 
of degree p with Y normal and non smooth over R. 

It follows from the semi-stable reduction theorem for curves ( cf. [De
Mu], and [Abl]) that Y admits a semi-stable model after possibly a finite 
extension of R. Next, we assume that Y admits a semi-stable model over 
R. More precisely, we assume that there exists a birational morphism 

a : Y' --+ Y with Y' semi-stable, i.e. the special fibre Y~ ~f Y' x R k of 
Y' is reduced, and its only singularities are ordinary double points. We 
also assume that the ramified points in the morphism JK : YK --+ lP'k 
specialise in smooth distinct points of Y~. Moreover, we will assume 
that the birational morphism a is minimal with respect to the above 
properties. In particular, the action of the group G ~ Z/pnz on Y 

extends to an action of G on Y'. Let P ~f Y' / G be the quotient of 
Y' by G and }' : Y' --+ P the natural morphism which is Galois with 
group G. Let g : X' --+ P be the unique subcover of}' which is Galois 
with group H (X' is the quotient of Y' by the unique subgroup of G 
with cardinality p). Then P and X' are semi-stable R-curves ( cf. [Ra], 
appendice), and we have the following commutative diagram: 
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where the vertical maps are birational morphisms and the horizontal 

maps are finite morphisms. To the special fibre Y~ ~f Y' x R k of Y' 
(which is a semi-stable k-curve) one associates a graph r whose vertices 

Ver(r) ~f {Yi}i~o are the irreducible components of Y~ and edges are 

the double points Edg(f) ~f {Yi}iEJ of Y~. A double point YJ E yt n Ys 
defines and edge linking the vertices yt and Ys. We assume that Yo is 
the strict transform of Yk (which is irreducible) in Y'. In a similar way 

one associates to the special fibre X£ ~f X' x R k of X' a graph r' whose 

vertices Ver(f') ~f {Xi}~0 are the irreducible components of X£ and 

edges are the double points Edg(f') ~f {xi}iEJ' of X£. We assume that 
X 0 is the strict transform of Xk -=+ Xk in X'. Then it follows easily 
(from the fact that X is smooth) that the graph f' is a tree and all the 
irreducible components of X£ which are distinct from X 0 are isomorphic 
to lP't. We choose an orientation off' starting from X 0 towards the end 
vertices of the tree r'. We have a natural morphism of graphs r ---+ r'. 
Similarly one associates to the special fibre Pk ~f P x R k of P a graph 

r" whose vertices Ver(f") ~f {Pi}i=o are the irreducible components 

of Pk and edges are the double points Edg(f") ~f {xi }iEJ" of Pk· We 
assume that Po is the strict transform of lP't (the special fibre of lP'k) 
in P. The graph r" is a tree and all the irreducible components of Pk 
are isomorphic to lP't. We choose an orientation of r" starting from P0 

towards the end vertices of the tree r". We have natural morphisms of 
graphs 

r ---+ r' ---+ r". 

The graph r (resp. f') is naturally endowed with an action of the group 
G (resp. H). Moreover, the morphism r ---+ r" (resp. r' ---+ r") is 
G-equivariant (resp. H-equivariant). 

Let Yi be a vertex of the graph r. To Yi one associates two sub
groups of the Galois group G -=+ Z/pnz of the cover j : Y ---+ lP'k: the 
decomposition subgroup Di ~ G and the inertia subgroup Ii ~ Di at 
the generic point of Yi in the Galois cover ]. We call the (irreducible 
component) vertex Yi of r an end vertex (or end component) of r if the 
graph r is a tree and if Yi is an end vertex of this tree. We call Yi a 
separable vertex of r if the inertia subgroup Ii which is associated to 
Yi is trivial. Finally, we call the irreducible component Yi a ramified 
vertex if there exists a ramified point in the morphism fK : YK ---+ lP'k 
which specialises in the component }i. Similarly let Xi be a vertex of 
the graph f'. To Xi one associates two subgroups of the Galois group 
H -=+ Z/pn-lz of the cover g : X ---+ lP'k: the decomposition subgroup 
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f\ ~ H and the inertia subgroup Ji ~ Di at the generic point of Xi in 
the Galois cover g. We call the vertex Xi of r' an end vertex of r' if Xi 
is an end vertex of the tree r'. We call Xi an internal vertex of r' if Xi 
is distinct from X 0 and the end vertices of r'. We call Xi a separable 
vertex of r' if the inertia subgroup Ji which is associated to xi is trivial. 
We call the irreducible component Xi a ramified vertex if there exists a 
ramified point in the morphism gK : XK --+ lP':k which specialises in the 
component Xi. Finally, by a geodesic in a finite tree linking two vertices 
we mean the path, or subtree, with smallest length which links the two 
vertices. 

2.5. 

In this subsection we first establish in 2.5.1 some properties of the 
(not necessarily minimal) semi-stable model X' --+ X of the smooth 
lifting g : X --+ lP'k of the Galois sub cover gk : Xk --+ lP'~ of fk : Yk --+ lP'~. 

2.5.1. Let gk : Xk --+ lP'~ be a finite ramified Galois cover with group 
H-=+ Z/pn-lz (n > 1), and Xk a smooth k-curve. Let g : X --+ lP'k be 
a smooth Galois lifting of gk over R (i.e. g is a Galois cover between 
smooth R-curves which lifts gk)· Assume that there exists a birational 
morphism X' --+ X such that X' is semi-stable, the action of H on 
X extends to an action on X', and the ramified points in the Galois 
cover gK : XK --+ lP':k specialise in smooth distinct points of Xk. We 
do not assume that X' is minimal with respect to the above properties. 

Let P ~f X'/ H be the quotient of X' by H. We have a commutative 
digram: 

X' ~ p 

where P is a semi-stable R-curve and the vertical maps are birational 
morphisms .. Let r' (resp. r") be the graph associated to the semi-

stable k-curve Xk (resp. Pk)· Let Ver(r') ~f {Xi}~0 (resp. Ver(r") ~f 
{Pi}f=o) be the set of vertices of r' (resp. of r"). We have a natural 
morphism r' --+ r" of graphs. 

Lemma 2.5.1 (i). The graphs r' and r" are trees. Furthermore, 
each vertex Xi (resp. Pi) of r' (resp. of r") which is distinct from the 
strict transform of xk is isomorphic to lP'~. 

Pmof. Clear and follows immediately from the fact that X is smooth. 
Q.E.D. 
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Let X 0 be the strict transform of Xk -.:::t Xk in X'. We choose an 
orientation of the tree r' starting form X 0 towards the end vertices of 
r'. For a vertex xi of r' we. will denote by Di (resp. ji c::: Di) the 
decomposition (resp. inertia) subgroup of H at the generic point of Xi. 
Then: 

Lemma2.5.1 (ii). D0 =H andi0 ={1}. 

Proof. This is also clear since Xk is irreducible and the natural 
morphism xk --+ IP'L which is isomorphic to gk : xk --+ lP'L is generically 
Galois with Galois group H. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.5.1 (iii). Let Xi be an internal vertex off', i.e. Xi is 
distinct from X 0 and from the end vertices of f', and X 1 an adjacent 
vertex to Xi in the direction moving towards the end vertices off'. Then 
the following two cases occur: 

(1) either Di = ii, in this case iJ1 = Di, 
(2) or ii S: Di. In this case iJ1 = ii and we have an exact sequence 

Furthermore, in the case (2) if Xi denotes the image of Xi in the quotient 
X' I ji of X' by ji then the natural morphism xi --7 Pi, where pi -=+ lP'l, 
is the image of Xi in r", is a Galois cover of degree p ramified above 
a unique point oo E Pi (which is the edge of the geodesic linking Pi to 
P0 , which is linked to Pi) with Hasse conductor m = 1 at oo (i.e. given 
by an Artin-Schreier equation zP- z = r 1 where t is a local parameter 
at oo). In particular, when we move in the graph f' starting from X 0 

towards the end vertices of r' then the cardinality of the decomposition 
group Di (resp. the cardinality of the inertia subgroup ii) of a vertex Xi 
decreases. More precisely, if when moving from a vertex Xi towards the 
end vertices of r' we encounter a vertex X 1 then iJ 1 C::: Di and 11 C::: ii. 

Proof. Let Xi be an internal vertex off' and X 1 an adjacent vertex 
to Xi in the direction moving towards the end vertices off'. Let Pi ( resp. 
Pj) be the image of xi (resp. Xj) in P. Assume first that Di = ii, we 

will show that Dj = Di in this case. Let xl ~f X' I Di be the quotient 
of X' by Di. Then X1 is a semi-stable R-curve and the configuration 
of the special fibre (Xl)k of X1 is tree-like (cf. Lemma 2.5.1 (i)). The 
natural morphism X1 --+ P is by assumption completely split above the 
irreducible component Pi of Pk, hence is also a fortiori completely split 
above P1. This shows that iJ1 C::: Di· Assume that iJ1 S: Di. Let 

X ~xi n xj which is a double point of X' and x' ~f pi n pj its image in 
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def - -
P. Let X" = X' I Dj be the quotient of X' by Dj and xr the image of 
Xi in X". The natural morphism X" -+ P is by assumption completely 
split above Pj, hence also completely split above the double point x'. 
In particular, the natural morphism xr -t Pi is etale above x' and is 
generically Galois with Galois group Dd Dj. This contradicts the fact 
that Di = Ji. Hence Dj = Di necessarily. 

- - def - - -
Assume now that Ii s;; Di and write D~ = Dil Ii =J {1}. Let Xi be 

the image of xi in the quotient X' I ji of X' by ji· We have a natural 
morphism Xi -t Pi which is generically Galois with group D~. The 
vertex Pi E Ver(f") is an internal vertex of the tree f" (since Xi is an 
internal vertex of f'), hence is linked to more than one double point 
of f". More precisely, Pi is linked to a unique double point x' which 
links Pi to the geodesic joining Pi and the vertex P0 (Po is the image of 
X 0 in 'P), and (at least another) other double points linking Pi to the 
geodesics joining Pi and some of the end vertices of the graph f". If the 
natural morphism xi -+ pi is unramified above the double point x' then 
this would introduce loops in the configuration of the tree f'. Thus, the 
morphism Xi -t Pi must (totally) ramify above the double point x'. In 
particular, this morphism is necessarily unramified above the remaining 
double points linking Pi to the end vertices of f". Indeed, for otherwise 
the genus of Xi (hence that of Xi) would be > 0 since the degree of this 
morphism is a power of p, as follows easily from the Riemann-Hurwitz 
genus formula, and this would contradict the second assertion in Lemma 
2.5.1 (i). Also the degree of the morphism Xi -t Pi is necessarily equal 
to p, and this morphism is only ramified above the double point x' with 
Hasse conductor m = 1 at x' (i.e. is given by an Artin-Schreier equation 
zP- z = r 1 where t is a local parameter at x'). For otherwise the genus 
of Xi (hence that of Xi) would be > 0 for similar reasons as above. This 
also shows that Dj c li (indeed, the natural morphism X' I Ji -t P is 
easily seen to be completely split above the component Pj which is the 
image of Xj in 'P), and that we have a natural exact sequence 

- - - - - def -
Now we show that Dj = h Assume that Dj s;; h Let X' = X' I DJ 

- def - -
(resp. X" = X' IIi) be the quotient of X' by DJ (resp. the quotient 
of X' by li) and x; (resp. xn the image of xi in X' (resp. X"). By 
assumption the natural morphism x: -+ xr (which is of degree 2:: p) 
must be on the one hand a homeomorphism, and on the other hand 

completely split above the image of the double point X ~f xi n Xj. This 
is a contradiction. Hence we necessarily have the equality t = iJ j. This 
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proves the assertions (1) and (2) in Lemma 2.5.1 (iii). The remaining 
assertion follows easily from this. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.5.1 (iv). Let Xi be a separable vertex of r' (i.e. Ji = 
{1}) which is distinct from X 0 . Then, either Di = ZlpZ, in this case 
Xi is a Galois cover of J!D);, ramified above a unique point oo E J!D);, with 
Hasse conductor m = 1 at oo, or Di = 1. In both cases if X 1 is a 
vertex adjacent to xi in the direction moving towards the ends of r' 
then fJ1 = 1. 

Proof. Follows easily from Lemma 2.5.1 (iii) and the fact that if Cis 
a smooth and connected curve of genus 0, and f : C --+ J!D);, is a generically 
Galois cover with group a cyclic p-group, then f has necessarily degree 
p and is ramified above a unique point oo E J!D);, with Hasse conductor 
m = 1, as follows easily from the Riemann-Hurwitz genus formula and 
Artin-Schreier-Witt theory. Q.E.D. 

Let 0 < j :::; n- 1 be an integer. Let x E XK be a ramified point 
in the morphism gK : XK --+ lP'k. We say that the ramified point x is 
of type j if the inertia subgroup ix C:::: H at x is isomorphic to ZlplZ. 
A vertex Xi of r' is called a ramified vertex of type j if there exists 
a ramified point x of type j in the morphism gK : XK --+ lP'k which 
specialises in the component xi. 

Lemma 2.5.1 (v). Let Xi be a ramified vertex of r'. Then Xi 
is of type j for a unique integer 0 < j :::; n - 1. In other words if 
0 < j < j' :::; n- 1 are integers then ramified points of type j (resp. type 
j') in the morphism gK : XK --+ lP'k specialise in distinct irreducible 
components of Xk· More precisely, if Xi is a ramified vertex of type j 
then the inertia subgroup Ji which is associated to Xi has cardinality p1, 
i.e. Ji -"+ ZlpJZ. Furthermore, let Pi be the image of Xi in P. Then 
the natural morphism Xi --+ Pi has the structure of a /-lpi -torsor outside 
the double points supported by Pi and the specialisation of the branched 
points in Pi (in this case Di = ii)· 

Proof. Let 0 < j :::; n- 1 be an integer. Let x E XK be a ramified 
point in the morphism gK : XK --+ lP'k of type j which specialises in the 
irreducible component Xi of X£. We will show that Ji = ix, where fx -"+ 
ZlplZ is the inertia subgroup at X. Let x2 ~f X' I ix be the quotient 
of X' by ix and Xi the image of Xi in X2 . The natural morphism 
Xi --+ Xi is a radicial morphism as follows from [Sa], Corollary 4.1.2, 

- - - - def - -
hence Ix C h Assume that Ix <;: h Let X~ = X' IIi and XI the 
image of Xi in X~. The natural morphism Xi --+XI (which has degree 
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> 1) is by assumption on the one hand radicial, and on the other hand 
unramified above the image of the specialisation of the ramified point x 
in Xi, which is a contradiction. Hence we necessarily have ix = ii. The 
last assertion in Lemma 2.5.1 (v) follows from Lemma 2.5.5 (see end of 
§2) and the corresponding assertion in the case where G ~ ZjpZ in [Sa], 
Corollary 4.1.2. Q.E.D. 

Lemma2.5.1 (vi). LetXi bearamifiedvertexofr' oftypej. Then 
when moving in the graph r' from xi towards the end vertices of r' we 
encounter at most a unique ramified vertex Xi' of. Xi. Moreover, in such 
a component Xi' specialises a unique ramified point in the morphism 
fK : XK ---+ lP'k and the component Xi' is necessarily of the same type 
j as Xi. In other words the graph r' separates the directions of the 
ramified vertices of r' which are of distinct types. 

Proof. Follows directly from the next Lemma 2.5.2 by passing to 
the quotient of X' by the unique subgroup H' of H with cardinality 
p. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.5.1 (vii). Assume that X is minimal with respect to its 
defining properties above. Then the ramified vertices in the graph r' are 
the end vertices of the tree r'. 

Proof. Assume that X is minimal with respect to its defining prop
erties. Let Xi be a ramified vertex of the tree r'. We will show that 
Xi is necessarily an end vertex of r'. Assume that Xi (which is distinct 
from X 0 ) is an internal vertex ofr'. Let X;; be an end vertex ofr' which 
we encounter when moving in r' from Xi towards the end vertices ofr' 
and'/ the geodesic linking Xi and X;. All vertices of'/ are projective 
lines (cf. Lemma 2.5.1 (i)). In'/ there exists at most a unique vertex 
Xj of. Xi which is a ramified vertex (cf. Lemma 2.5.1 (vi)). All vertices 
of '/ which are not ramified vertices can be contracted in X without de
stroying the defining properties of r'. Thus, we deduce that '/ contains 
a unique vertex which is distinct from Xi, namely Xj, and the later 
Xj =Xi is an end vertex of r. By Lemma 2.5.1 (vi) the vertex Xj is of 
the same type as the vertex Xi and there exists a unique ramified point 
in the morphism XK---+ lP'k which specialises in (a smooth point of) Xj. 
The vertex Xj can also be contracted in a smooth point of X' which is 
supported by Xi and in this point will specialise (after contracting Xj) 
a unique ramified point, which doesn't destroy the defining properties 
of X'. But this would contradict the minimality of X'. Thus, Xi is 
necessarily a terminal vertex to start with. Q.E.D. 

The following lemma is used in the proof of Lemma 2.5.1 (vi). 
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Lemma 2.5.2. Let f : X ---+ Y be a finite Galois cover between 
smooth R-curves with group H' ~ Z/pZ, such that the morphism fK : 
XK ---+ YK between generic fibres is ramified. Assume that there exists 
a birational morphism X' ---+ X such that X' is a semi-stable R-curve, 
the action of the group H' on X extends to an action of H' on X', and 
the ramified points in the morphism fK : XK ---+ YK specialise in smooth 
distinct points of X~. Then the graph f' associated to the special fibre 
X~ of X' is a tree. Let Xo be the strict transform of Xk in X'. Choose 
an orientation of f' starting from Xo towards the end vertices of f'. 
Let Xi be a vertex of r'. Assume that Xi is a ramified vertex of f', 
i.e. there exists a ramified point in the morphism fK : XK ---+ YK which 
specialises in Xi. Then when moving in the graph f' from Xi towards 
the end vertices we encounter at most a unique ramified vertex Xj :j: Xi. 
Moreover, in such a component Xj specialises a unique ramified point 
in the morphism fK: XK---+ YK· 

Proof. We can assume that the birational morphism X' ---+ X is not 
an isomorphism. The fact that the graph f' is a tree follows immediately 
from the fact that X is smooth over R. Let X 0 be the strict transform 
of Xk in r'. Let Xi be a ramified component of Xk. Then Xi :/: X 0 as 
follows from [Sa], Corollary 4.1.2. Thus, Xi is either an internal or an 
end component of r'. Assume that Xi is an internal component. Let Xj 
be an irreducible component off' which is a ramified vertex and that we 
encounter when moving from Xi towards the end vertices off'. We will 
show that only a unique ramified point in the morphism fK : XK---+ YK 
specialises in such a component Xj, and that such a component is unique. 
After possibly contracting all the irreducible components which form the 
vertices of the geodesics of r' which link xi to the end vertices of r' we 
can assume that Xi is an end vertex of f'. The component Xj then 
contracts to a smooth point x of Xi, which is the specialisation of some 
ramified points in the morphism fK : XK ---+ YK· Let Pi be the image 

of xi in the quotient Y' ~f X' I H' of X' by H'' and y the image of X in 
Y', which is a smooth point. The natural morphism Xi ---+ Pi is a f.Lp

torsor ( cf. loc. cit). Furthermore, the natural morphism 6 x ,x ---+ Oy ,y 
between the formal completions at the smooth points x and y has a 
degeneration on the boundary of the formal completion Oy,y of type 
(f.Lp,O,h) (cf. [Sa], Corollary 4.1.2) and there is a unique ramified point 
which specialises in x ( cf. loc. cit). Q.E.D. 

2.5.3. The various results in 2.5.1 have the following local analogs, 
which describe the geometry of a (minimal) semi-stable model of an 
order pn automorphism of a p-adic open disc (over K) without inertia 
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at 1r ( cf. [ Gr-Ma], 1), and which was proven in [ Gr-Mal] in the case of 
an order p-automorphism. 

~ def ~ def 
Let f : X = SpfA -+ Y = SpfB be a Galois cover between con-

nected formal germs of smooth R-curves (i.e. A~ B ~ R[[T]]) which 
is Galois with group G ~ Zjpnz, n ;::-: 1, and such that the natural mor-

~ def ~ def 
phism fk : Xk = SpecA/nA-+ Yk = SpecB/nB between special fibres 
is generically separable. Assume that there exists a birational morphism 
X' -+ X with X' semi-stable such that the ramified points in the mor-

phism fK : XK ~f Spec(A ®R K) -+ YK ~f Spec(B ®R K) specialise in 
smooth distinct points of X~, and the action of G on X extends to an 
action of G on X'. (We do not assume that X' is minimal with respect 

~ def ~ -
to the above properties). Let Y' = X' /G be the quotient of X' by G. 
Then Y' is semi-stable ( cf. [Ra], Appendice). We have a commutative 
digram: 

~ y 

r 
X' ~ Y' 

where the vertical maps are birational morphisms. Let r' (resp. r") 
be the graph associated to the special fibre of X' (resp. of Y'). Let 

Ver(r') ~f {Xi}~0 (resp. Ver(r") ~ {Yi}i=o) be the set of vertices of 
r' (resp. of r"). We have a natural morphism r' -+ r" of graphs. 

Lemma 2.5.3 (i). The graphs r' and r" are trees. Furthermore, 
each vertex xi (resp. Yi) of r' (resp. of r") which is distinct from the 
strict transform of the generic point of xk in X' (resp. distinct from the 
strict transform of the generic point of Yk in Y') is isomorphic to lP'l. 

Let Xo be the strict transform of the generic point of xk in X'. We 
choose an orientation of the tree r' starting from X 0 towards the end 
vertices of r'. For a vertex xi of r' we will denote by Di (resp. ji c:;; Di) 
the decomposition (resp. inertia) subgroup of H at the generic point of 
Xi. Then: 

Lemma 2.5.3 (ii). D0 = H and 10 = {1}. 

Lemma 2.5.3 (iii). Let Xi be an internal vertex of r', i.e. Xi is 
distinct from X 0 and from the end vertices of r', and Xj an adjacent 
vertex to Xi in the direction moving towards the end vertices ofr'. Then 
the following two cases occur: 

(1) either Di = Ji, in this case Dj = Di, 
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(2) or Ii <;;; Di, in this case iJ1 = ii and we have a natural exact 
sequence 

1 --+ DJ --+ Di --+ ZjpZ--+ 0. 

Furthermore, in the case (2) if Xi denotes the image of Xi in the quotient 
X' Iii of X' by ii then the natural morphism xi --+ Pi, where pi -.::t lP'~ 
is the image of Xi in r", is a Galois cover of degree p ramified above 
a unique point oo E Pi (which is the edge of the geodesic linking Pi to 
P0 , which is linked to Pi) with Hasse conductor m = 1 at oo (i.e. given 
by an Artin-Schreier equation zP- z = r 1 where t is a local parameter 
at oo). In particular, when we move in the graph r' starting from X 0 

towards the end vertices of r' then the cardinality of the decomposition 
group Di (resp. the cardinality of the inertia subgroup ii) of a vertex Xi 
decreases. More precisely, if when moving from a vertex Xi towards the 
end vertices of r' we encounter a vertex xj then jj j ~ jji and ij ~ ii. 

Lemma 2.5.3 (iv). Let Xi be a separable vertex of r' (i.e. ii = 
{1}) which is distinct from X 0 . Then, either Di = ZjpZ, in this case 
Xi is a Galois cover of lP'~ ramified above a unique point oo E lP'~ with 
Hasse conductor m = 1 at oo, or Di = 1. In both cases if XJ is a 
vertex adjacent to xi in the direction moving towards the ends of r' 
then iJ1 = 1. 

Let 0 < j ::; n be an integer. Let x E X K be a ramified point in the 
morphism fK : XK--+ YK· We say that the ramified point xis of type 
j if the inertia subgroup ix ~ Gat x is isomorphic to ZjplZ. A vertex 
xi of r' is called a ramified vertex of type j if there exists a ramified 
point x of type j in the morphism fK : XK --+ YK which specialises in 
the component Xi. 

Lemma 2.5.3 (v). Let Xi be a ramified component of r'. Then 
Xi is of type j for a unique integer 0 < j ::; n. In other words if 
0 < j < j' ::; n are integers then ramified points of type j (resp. type 
j') in the morphism fK : XK --+ YK specialise in distinct irreducible 
components of Xk. More precisely, if Xi is a ramified vertex of type j 
then the inertia subgroup t which is associated to Xi has cardinality pJ, 
i.e. Ii -.::t ZjplZ. Furthermore, let Yi be the image of Xi in r". Then 
the natural morphism Xi --+ Yi has the structure of a /.LpJ -torsor outside 
the specialisation of the branched points in Yi and the double points of 
Y~ which are supported by Yi. 

Lemma 2.5.3 (vi). Let Xi be a ramified vertex of X£ of type j. 
Then when moving in the graph r' from Xi towards the end vertices of 
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r' we encounter at most a unique ramified vertex Xi' -j. Xi. Moreover, 
in such a component Xi' specialises a unique ramified point in the mor
phism fK : XK -+ YK, and the component Xi' is necessarily of the same 
type j as Xi. 

Lemma 2.5.3 (vii). Assume that X' is minimal with respect to its 
defining properties above. Then the ramified vertices in the graph r' are 
the end vertices of the tree r'. 

Proof. Similar to the proofs of Lemma 2.5.1 (i), Lemma 2.5.1 (ii), 
Lemma 2.5.1 (iii), Lemma 2.5.1 (iv), Lemma 2.5.1 (v), Lemma 2.5.1 (vi), 
and Lemma 2.5.1 (vii). Q.E.D. 

2.5.4. Our main results in this section describe the semi-stable re
duction of fake liftings of cyclic Galois covers between smooth curves, 
and show that fake liftings (if they exist) have semi-stable models with 
some very specific properties which in some sense are reminiscent of the 
properties of semi-stable models of smooth liftings of cyclic Galois covers 
between curves (cf. 2.5.1). 

Let fk : Yk -+ IP'~ be a finite ramified Galois cover with Galois group 
G-=+ Z/pnz (n 2 1) with Yk a smooth k-curve. Let 9k : Xk -+ IP'~ be the 
(unique) subcover of fk with group H-=+ Z/pn-lz. Assume that there 
exists a smooth Galois lifting g : X -+ IP'k of gk defined over R, and 
that fk satisfies the assumption (A) (with respect to the smooth lifting 
g of 9k) (cf. 2.3.1). Let J: Y -+ IP'k be a fake lifting (relative to the 
smooth lifting g of gk) of the Galois cover fk : Yk -+ IP'~ which dominates 
the smooth lifting g of gk, and which we suppose is defined over R 
( cf. Definition 2.3.2). Assume that there exists a minimal birational 

morphism Y' -+ Y with Y~ ~£ Y' x R k semi-stable, and such that the 
ramified points in the morphism JK : YK -+ IP'k specialise in smooth 
distinct points of Y~. Let r be the graph associated to the semi-stable 
k-curve Y~. Write Y0 for the vertex of r which is the strict transform of 
Yk (Yk is irreducible) in Y~. For a vertex Yi of r we denote by Di (resp. 
Ii <;;; Di) the decomposition (resp. inertia) subgroup of G at the generic 
point of }i. We will follow the notations in 2.4. 

Theorem 2.5.4 (i). The graph r is a tree. 

Proof. In the course of proving Theorem 2.5.4 (i) we will also prove 
the second assertion in Lemma 2.5.4 (v) below. 

Let's move in the graph r' starting from the origin vertex X 0 towards 
a given end vertex X; of r' along the geoedesic '/ of r' which links X 0 

and X:;. Let Xi be a vertex of'/ which is distinct from both X 0 and X:;. 
Then Xi is an internal vertex of r' and the pre-image of Xi in r via the 
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natural morphism r -+ r' consists of a unique vertex Yi ( cf. Lemma 2.5.4 
(iii) below, more precisely the exact sequence 0-+ H' -+ Di -+ Di -+ 0, 
where H' is the unique subgroup of G with cardinality p). Moreover, 
the natural morphism Yi -+ Xi is either radicial (this occurs only if 
H' S::: Ji), or is a separable morphism in which case Ji = ii = {1} and 
Xi is adjacent to an end vertex of r' as follows from Lemma 2.5.4 (iii). 
In fact we will show below that the latter case can not occur. Note 
that there is no vicious circle here since the proof of Lemma 2.5.4 (iii) 
doesn't use Theorem 2.5.4 (i). Let now Y:; be the unique vertex of r 
which is in the pre-image of the end vertex X; of r'. The following two 
cases occur. Either the inertia subgroup Ii "I {1} which is associated 
to the vertex Y:; is non trivial, in which case we have an exact sequence 

0 -+ H' -+ Ii -+ ii -+ 0, or the inertia subgroups Ii = ii = {1} are 
trivial. In the first case the natural morphism Y:; -+ Xi is radicial, hence 
a homeomorphism. In summary two cases occur: either for every vertex 
Xi of the geodesic 1 which is distinct from X 0 (in particular Xi may 
be equal to Xi) and its unique pre-image Yi in r we have Ji -# {1} 
(in particular, H S::: Ji in this case), or there exists a vertex Xi of 1 
which is distinct from X 0 and its unique pre-image Yi in r such that 
Ii = t = {1}. 

In the first case the natural morphism Yi -+ Xi is radicial and the 
natural morphism h-1 (1) --7 I, where h-1 (1) is the pre-image of I in r, 
is a homeomorphism. In particular, h - 1 (r) is a tree in this case. More 
precisely, in this case h - 1 (r) is a geodesic which links Y0 to the unique 
vertex Y:; in the pre-image of Xi which is an end vertex of r. Moreover, 
all vertices of h-1 (1) which are distinct from X 0 are projective lines in 
this case and the vertex Y:; is necessarily a ramified vertex. For otherwise 
the component Y:; would be a (non ramified) projective line hence can be 
contracted in the semi-stable model Y' without destroying the defining 
properties of Y', and this would contradict the minimal character of Y'. 
Now we shall investigate the second case. Assume that the second case 
above occurs. In order to show that the graph r is a tree it suffices to 
show that the pre-image h - 1 (r) of the geodesic I is also a tree in this 
case (for every possible choice of 1). More precisely, we will show that 
the natural map h-1 (1) -+ 1 is a homeomorphism of trees. Let Xi be 
the first vertex of 1 that we encounter when moving from X 0 towards 
xi, and Yi the unique pre-image of xi in r, such that the inertia groups 
Ii = ii = {1} are trivial. We will show that Xi = Xi is necessarily 
the end vertex of I and that the natural morphism Yi --7 xi, which 
is generically Galois with group H', is only (totally) ramified above 
the unique double point Xi of Xk which is supported by xi. This will 
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complete the proof of the assertion that r is a tree, and will also prove 
the second assertion in Lemma 2.5.4 (v) below. 

Assume the contrary that X; # X; is not the end vertex of 1. Then 
X; is an internal vertex of r, which is linked to a unique double point x; 

which is an edge of the geodesic which links X; to X 0 , and is linked to (at 
least) another double point x;' which is an edge of the geodesic which 
links X; to X; (there may be more double points linked to X; which 
are edges of the possible geodesics linking X; to other end vertices of 
r'). Moreover, D; -=+ 7ljp7l in this case (cf. Lemma 2.5.1 (iv)) which 
necessarily implies that D; -=+ 7ljp27l and the natural morphism X; --+ P; 
(where P; is the image of X; in P) is a Galois cover of degree p ramified 
above a unique point oo E P; (which is the image of the double point 
x; in P) with Hasse conductor m = 1 at oo (cf. Lemma 2.5.1 (iii)). In 
particular, X; -=+ lP'~ is a projective line. The natural morphism Y; --+ X; 
is a generically Galois morphism with group 7ljp7l, and is ramified above 
the double point x; with Hasse conductor m; at this point (if Xj is the 
vertex of/ such that X; =X; nxj and lj its unique pre-image in r then 
11 # {1} by assumption). Above the double point x;' this morphism is 
either ramified with Hasse conductor m;' or is unramified. In both cases 
the double point x;' produces a non trivial contribution to the arithmetic 
genus of Y£. More precisely, in the first case the contribution of x;' to 
the arithmetic genus is p- 1 and in the second case it is (mi'+~)(p- 1 ). 

We will construct, in order to contradict the above assumption, a 
new Garuti lifting h : Y1 --+ lP'k of the Galois cover fk : Yk --+ lP'~ 
which dominates the smooth lifting g : X --+ lP'k of the Galois subcover 
gk : Xk --+ lP'k of degree pn-1, and such that the degree of ramification 

1h ~f 6/I,K in the morphism h,K : Y1,K --+ lP'k between generic fibres 

satisfies the inequality 61 < 6 ~f 6 !K. This would contradict the min

imality of 6, i.e. contradicts the fact that j is a fake lifting of fk. To 
simplify the arguments below we will assume that G = D; = 7ljp27l. 
The construction of h in the general case is done in a similar fashion 
by using induced covers from D; to G ( cf. the construction of Garuti 
in [Ga], 3, for similar arguments). Let X 1 ,k be the semi-stable k-curve 
which is obtained from X£ by removing the geodesic of the graph r' 
which links X; to the terminal vertex X;;, with the vertex X; removed. 
Thus, X 1,k is a semi-stable k-curve with the same arithmetic genus as 
X{ (which is the same as that of Xk)· Moreover, the graph associated 
to the semi-stable k-curve X 1,k is a tree with origin vertex X 0 , and the 
irreducible component X; is an end vertex of this tree. Let P1 ,k be the 
image of X1,k in P (here we view X 1,k as a closed sub-scheme of Xk), 
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and Y1,k the pre-image of Xl,k in Y~. We have natural finite morphisms 
Y1,k --+ X1,k --+ P1,k between semi-stable k-curves. 

One can construct a new finite morphism Y{,k --+ X 1,k --+ P1,k which 
above P1,k \ Pi coincides with the finite cover which is induced by the 
above cover Y1,k --+ X 1,k --+ P1,k, above Pi is a generically separable 
Galois cover with group Di = G which is ramified only above the unique 
double point oo of P1,k linking Pi to the geodesic of f" which links Pi 
and P0 (the point oo is the image of xi in P), and which above the formal 
completion of P1 ,k at the double point oo coincides with the cover that 
is induced by the morphisms Y1,k --+ X 1,k--+ P1,k· In other words in this 
new cover we eliminate all the irreducible components of the geodesic 
1 that we encounter when moving from Xi in the direction of X;, and 
we also eliminate the ramification in the morphism Yi --+ Xi which may 
arise above points of Xi which are distinct from the double point Xi ( cf. 
above discussion). The finite morphisms Y{,k --+ X 1,k --+ P1,k can be 

lifted (uniquely) to finite morphisms j\ --+ X1 --+ P1, where)\ --+ P1 is 
a Galois cover with group G which lifts the finite morphism Y{,k --+ P1,k, 
and X1 --+ P1 is the unique subcover with group H which lifts the finite 
morphism X 1,k--+ P1,k, as follows. 

First, we have a natural Galois lifting of the finite morphism 

Y{,k \ Y{ --+ P1,k \ Pi 

which is the restriction of the finite Galois morphism Y' --+ P to the 
formal fibre of P1,k \Pi in P. The restriction of the finite morphism 
Y' --+ P to the formal fibre at the double point oo (above) provides a 
natural lifting of the cover above the formal completion of P1,k at the 
double point oo which is induced by Y1,k --+ X 1,k --+ P1 ,k· Second, the 
restriction of the finite morphism Y{,k --+ X 1,k --+ P1,k to the irreducible 
component pi \ { 00} (which is an etale torsor) can be lifted to an etale 
torsor of the formal fibre of Pi\ { oo} in P 1 with group G by the theorems 
of liftings of etale covers ( cf. [Gr]). Theses liftings can be patched 
using formal patching techniques to construct the required Galois cover 
5\ --+ X1 --+ P 1 (cf. Proposition 1.2.2). Let's now contract (in a Galois 
equivariant fashion) in }\ (resp. in XI) all the irreducible components 
of the special fibre 5\,k (resp. X1,k) which are distinct from Y0 (resp. 
distinct from X 0 ). We then obtain a normal R-curve Y1 (resp. obtain 
the smooth R-curve X). We have natural finite Galois morphisms h : 
Y1 --+ X 4 lP'k and the Galois cover h : Y1 --+ lP'k is by construction 
a Garuti lifting of the Galois cover fk : Yk --+ lP'l, (the fact that h 
dominates the smooth lifting g : X --+ lP'k of gk is easily verified, and 

follows from the above construction). Let 51 ~f 6hK be the degree of 
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the different in the cover Jr,K : Y1,K ---7 lP'k between generic fibres. Then 
(by construction) we have 61 < o, since the only point of the irreducible 
component Xi of X 1,k which contributes to the arithmetic genus of Y1 ,k 

is the double point Xi (and this contribution is the same contribution as 
in the original cover Y~ ---7 Pk by construction, cf. the above discussion). 
But this contradicts the minimality of 0 and the fact that J : Y ---7 lP'k 
is a fake lifting of the Galois cover fk. 

This shows that the irreducible component Xi = X;; is necessarily 
an end vertex of the geodesic "!, hence also an end vertex of the graph r'. 
A similar argument shows that the natural morphism Yi ---7 Xi (which is 
generically separable) is only ramified above the unique double point Xi 

of Xi. This, in particular, shows that 'h-1 (r) is a tree, and the natural 
morphism h - 1 (r) ---t "! is a homeomorphism of trees. Thus, the graph r 
is a tree as claimed. Furthermore, Yi can not be a ramified component 
by [Sa], Corollary 4.1.2, which proves the last assertion in Lemma 2.5.4 
(v). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.5.4 (ii). The vertex Y0 E Ver(r) is a separable vertex, 
i.e. Io = {1}, and D0 =G. 

Proof. Clear since the natural morphism Yo ---7 lP'~ is generically 
Galois with group G. Q.E.D. 

Let H' ..:::t 7Lip7L be the (unique) subgroup of G with cardinality 

p. Let X' ~£ Y' I H' and P ~£ Y' I G. Then X' and P are semi-stable 
R-curves, and we have a commutative diagram where the vertical maps 
are birational morphisms: 

Y'~X'~P 
Let r' (resp. r") be the graph associated to the semi-stable k-curve X~ 
(resp. Pk)· Then the graphs r' and r" are trees (cf. Lemma 2.5.1 (i)), 
and we have natural morphisms of graphs (actually these are morphisms 
of trees by Lemma 2.5.1 (i), and Theorem 2.5.4 (i) above) 

r ---t r' ---t r". 

Let Yi be a vertex of r which is distinct from Y0 . Let Xi (resp. Pi) 
be the image of Yi in X' (resp. P). Let Di (resp. ii ~ Di) be the 
decomposition subgroup (resp. inertia subgroup) of the Galois group 
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H ~f G I H' which is associated to the generic point of the irreducible 
component xi. 

Lemma 2.5.4 (iii). We have a natural exact sequence 

0 ---+ H' ---+ Di ---+ Di ---+ 0. 

Furthermore, either we have an exact sequence 

0 ---+ H' ---+ Ii ---+ ii ---+ 0, 

or Ii = ii = {1}, and the inertia subgroups Ii and ii are trivial. See 
Lemma 2.5.4 (v) below for a more precise statement related to this case. 

Proof. Let Yi be a vertex of r which is distinct from Yo. Let Xi 
(resp. Pi) be the image ofYi in X' (resp. in P). Let Di (resp. t) be the 

decomposition ( resp. inertia) subgroup of the Galois group H ~f G I H' 
which is associated to the generic point of the irreducible component 
xi. The image of the decomposition group Di in G I H via the natural 
morphism G --» G I H coincides with Di. Hence we necessarily either 
have an exact sequence 0 ---+ H' ---+ Di ---+ Di ---+ 0, since the group G is 
cyclic, or we have Di = Di = {1} (if Di n H' = {1} then Di = {1} is 
trivial) in which case the vertex Xi (resp. Yi) is an end vertex ofr' (resp. 
of r) (cf. Lemma 2.5.1 (iv) and use the minimality of Y'). The latter 
case can not occur for otherwise the irreducible component Yi would 
be a projective line which is an end vertex of r, and is not a ramified 
vertex of r as is easily seen since Ji = ii = { 1} ( cf. [Sa], Proposition 
4.1.1), hence can be contracted in the semi-stable model Y' without 
destroying the defining properties of Y' and this would contradict the 
minimal character of Y'. Also the image of the subgroup Ji in G I H via 
the natural morphism G --» G I H coincides with ii. Hence we either 
have an exact sequence 0 ---+ H' ---+ Ii ---+ ii ---+ 0, or the inertia groups 
Ii = ii = {1} are trivial, since the group G is cyclic. Q.E.D. 

Let 0 < j ::; n be an integer. Let y E YK be a ramified point in the 
morphism fK : YK ---+ IP':k. We say that the ramified point y is of type j 
if the inertia subgroup Iy t;;; G at y is isomorphic to 7LipJ7L. A vertex Yi 
of r is called a ramified vertex of type j if there exists a ramified point 
y of type j in the morphism ]K : YK ---+ IP':k which specialises in the 
component Yi. 

Lemma 2.5.4 (iv). Let Yi be a ramified vertex ofr. Then Yi is of 
type j for a unique integer 0 < j ::; n. In other words if 0 < j < j' ::; n 
are integers then ramified points of type j ( resp. type j') in the mor
phism f K : YK ---+ IP':k specialise in distinct irreducible components of Yk. 
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Furthermore, Di = Ii ~ ZjplZ in this case, and the natural morphism 
Yi -+ Pi has the structure of a fLvj -tors or outside the specialisation of the 
branched points in Pi and the double points of Pk which are supported 
by Pi. 

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.5.1 (v). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.5.4 (v). The set of separable vertices of r which are 
distinct from Y0 is non empty. Furthermore, let Yi be a separable vertex 
of r, i.e. Ii = {1} is trivial, which is distinct from Yo. Then Yi is an 
end vertex of r and either Di ~ ZjpZ or Di ~ Zjp2 Z. In the second 
case the natural morphism Yi -+ Pi is Galois with group Di ~ Zjp2 Z, 
Xi -+ Pi is its unique Galois subcover of degree p, and Xi is ramified 
above a unique point oo of Pi with Hasse conductor 1 at oo. In particular, 
Xi has genus 0 in this case. Moreover, the genus of Yi is > 0. Also no 
separable vertex of r is a ramified vertex. 

Proof. We prove the first assertion in Lemma 2.5.4 (v). Assume 
that the set of separable vertices of r which are distinct from Y0 is empty. 
Let Yi be a vertex of r which is distinct from Y0 and Xi its image in 
r'. The inertia subgroup Ii i= { 1} is non trivial by assumption and we 
have a natural exact sequence 0 -+ H' -+ Ii -+ ii -+ 0 ( cf. Lemma 2.5.4 
(iii)). In particular, the natural morphism Yi -+Xi is radicial hence a 
homeomorphism. Thus, Yi is a projective line. Moreover, the natural 
morphism of graphs r -+ r' is a homeomorphism in this case and the 
graph r is a tree. In particular, the arithmetic genus of the special fibre 
Y~ is equal to the genus of Yk. Hence the genera of YK and Yk are equal. 
This implies that YK has good reduction, which contradicts the fact that 
Y is a fake lifting of fk (more precisely this contradicts the fact that Y 
is not smooth over R (cf. Definition 2.3.2)). 

The proof of the second assertion follows from the proof of Theorem 
2.5.4 (i). 

The last assertion is proven in the course of proving Theorem 2.5.4 
(i) (cf. loc. cit.) Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.5.4 (vi). When we move in the tree r from a given vertex 
towards the end vertices of r we encounter either ramified vertices or 
separable vertices of> 0 genus (the later are necessarily end components 
by (v) above). In particular, an end vertex of the graph r (which is a tree 
by Theorem 2.5.4 (i)) is either a ramified vertex or a separable vertex of 
r. 

Proof. Let Yi be an internal vertex of r and Y7 and end vertex of r 
which we encounter when moving from Yi towards the end vertices. Let 
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1 be the geodesic of r which links Yi and Y7. We argue by contradiction. 
Assume that Y7 is neither a ramified component nor a separable compo
nent. Then all vertices of 1 are projective lines (as is easily seen), and 
can be contracted in Y' without destroying the defining properties of 
Y', which would contradict the minimal character of Y'. But this would 
imply that Yi is an end vertex and is not internal. Q.E.D. 

The following Lemma 2.5.5 is used in the proof of Lemma 2.5.1 (v), 
and Lemma 2.5.4 (iv). 

def 
Lemma 2.5.5. Let X = SpfA be a connected smooth R-formal 

affine scheme. Let f : Y --+ X be a finite Galois cover between smooth 
R-formal schemes with Y connected, with group G -=+ Zjpnz (n ~ 1), 
such that the natural morphism fK : YK --+ XK between generic fibres is 
etale. Here the generic fibres YK and XK denote the rigid analytic spaces 
associated to Y and X respectively (cf. (Ab}). Let 77 be the generic point 
of the special fibre of X and !5 the degree of the different in the morphism 
f above TJ· Assume that !5 = vK(P)(1 + p + p 2 + ... + pn- 1 ). Then the 

natural morphism A ; Yk --+ xk ';:;! SpecA/ 1T A between special fibres has 
the structure of a P,pn -tors or. 

Proof. The Galois cover f has a natural factorisation 

f Y fn-1 y y h y clef v ; Y = n ---+ n-1 ---+ .... ---+ 2 ---+ 1 = A-' 

where fi : Yi+1 --+ Yi is a Galois cover of degree p. Let 15i be the degree of 
the different in the morphism fi above the generic point T/i of Yi. Then 
!5i <::: VK(P) (cf. [Sa], Proposition 2.3). The assumption on !5 implies 
that 15i = vK(P), Vi E {1, ... , n- 1}. Hence fi : Yi+1 --+ Yi is a torsor 
under the group scheme /Jp,R (cf. loc. cit.). In fact this later property 
is equivalent to 15i = v K (p). This implies in particular that the Galois 
cover f is given by an equation ZPn = u where u E A is a unit whose 
image u in Aj1T A is not a p-th power and hence has the structure of a 
P,pn-torsor (over R). Q.E.D. 

§3. The smoothening process 

In this section we introduce the process of smoothening of fake 
liftings of cyclic Galois covers between smooth curves. The idea of 
smoothening of fake liftings already germs in the proof of Theorem 2.5.4 
(i). The smoothening process ultimately aims to show that fake liftings 
as introduced in §2 do not exist. This in turn would imply the validity 
of the (revisited) Oort conjecture (cf. Remark 2.3.3). We use the same 
notations as in § 1, and §2, especially the notations in 1.1. 
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3.1. 

Let fk : Yk --+ JP'~ be a finite ramified Galois cover with group G ~ 
Zlpnz (n 2: 1) and Yk smooth over k. Let 9k : Xk --+ JP'~ be the (unique) 
subcover of fk with group H ~ Zlpn~lz. Assume that there exists a 
smooth lifting g : X --+ lP'k of 9k defined over R. Assume that fk satisfies 
the assumption (A) in 2.3.1 with respect to the smooth lifting g of 9k· 

Let j : Y --+ lP'k be a fake lifting of the Galois cover fk : Yk --+ JP'~ (with 
respect to the smooth lifting g of 9k) which dominates the smooth lifting 
g of 9k, and which we suppose defined over R ( cf. Definition 2.3.2). We 
assume that there exists a minimal birational morphism Y' --+ Y with 

Y~ ~f Y' x R k semi-stable, and such that the ramified points in the 
morphism JK : YK --+ lP'k specialise in smooth distinct points of Y~. Let 
r be the graph associated to the semi-stable curve Y~ which is a tree by 
Theorem 2.5.4 (i). Let H' ~ ZlpZ be the unique subgroup of G with 

cardinality p. Let X' ~f Y' I H' and P ~f Y' I G be the quotient of Y' by 
H', and the quotient of Y' by G, respectively. Then X' and Pare semi
stable R-curves and we have a natural Galois morphism f' : Y' --+ P 
with group G. We have a commutative diagram where the vertical maps 
are birational morphisms: 

Y'~X'~P 
Let r' (resp. r") be the graph associated to the semi-stable k-curve X~ 
(resp. Pk)· Then the graphs r' and r" are trees (cf. Lemma 2.5.1 (i)) 
and we have natural morphisms of trees 

r--+ r'--+ r". 

Let Y0 be the origin vertex of r (which is the strict transform of Yk in 
Y'), and let P0 be its image in r" which is the origin vertex of r". 

3.1.1. The semi-stable curve Pi associated to an internal 
vertex Pi. Let Pi be an internal vertex of r". Let Pi,k be the semi
stable k-curve of arithmetic genus 0 which is obtained from the semi-

stable k-curve pk ~f p X R k by removing all the geodesics of r" which 
link the vertex Pi to the end vertices of r", excluding the vertex Pi. The 
graph associated to the semi-stable curve Pi,k is a tree r~' in which the 
vertex Pi is a terminal vertex. Denote by oo the unique double point 
of Pi,k which is supported by Pi and which links Pi to the geodesic 
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of r~' joining Pi and P0 . Let Pi be the semi-stable R-model of lP'k 
which is obtained from the semi-stable R-model P by contracting all 
the irreducible components of Pk \ Pi,k (here we view Pi,k as a closed 

sub-scheme of Pk)· Then the special fibre Pi,k ~f Pi XR k of Pi equals 
Pi,k, and we have natural birational morphisms P ---+ Pi ---+ lP'k. Let PI 
be the formal fibre of Pi \ { oo} in Pi· Then Pi ~ SpfR < S > is a 
formal closed disc. Let P;' be the formal fibre of Pi,k \ {Pi} in Pi and 
Pi,= the formal fibre of Pi at oo which is a formal open annulus, i.e. 

Pi,= ~ Spf (~~~;Ill for some integer e ;:::: 1. Note that the semi-stable 

R-curve Pi is obtained by patching Pi and P{' along the open annulus 
Pi,=· Next, we define the important concept of a removable vertex in 
Definition 3.1.2, and the smoothening process in Definition 3.1.3. 

Definition 3.1.2. (Removable vertex of r") We use the same 
notations and assumptions as above. We say that Pi is a removable 
vertex of the tree r" if there exists a finite Galois cover f{ : Y{ ---+ Pi 
where Pi is as in 3.1.1, with group G, satisfying the following three 
conditions. 

(i) The restriction of the Galois cover f{ to P;' (resp. to Pi,=) is 
isomorphic to the restriction of the Galois cover f' : Y' ---+ P (which 
is the semi-stable minimal model of the fake lifting J : Y ---+ lP'k of fk) 
above P;' (resp. above Pi,=)· 

(ii) Let gi : X{ ---+ Pi be the unique Galois subcover off{ of degree 
pn-1 . Then gi is generically isomorphic to the Galois cover g : X ---+ lP'k 
which is the given smooth lifting of gk. 

(iii) The arithmetic genera g (resp. gi) of the special fibres Y£ (resp. 

Y{,k ~f Y{ x R k) satisfy the inequality g1 < g. 

Definition 3.1.3. (Smoothening of a fake lifting) We use the 
same notations and assumptions as above. Assume that Pi is a remov
able vertex in the sense of Definition 3.1.2. Let f{ : Y{ ---+ Pi be the 
corresponding Galois cover with group G (which is given in Definition 
3.1.2). Let Y1 be the normal R-curve which is obtained from Y{ by con
tracting all the irreducible components of Y{ k which are distinct from 
Y0 . The Galois cover f{ induces naturally a Galois cover h : Y1 ---+ lP'k 
with group G since the above contraction procedure is Galois equivari
ant. The inequality g1 < g implies (in fact is equivalent to the fact) 

that the degree of the generic different 61 ~f 6/t,K in the natural mor

phism h,K : Y1,K ~f Y1 ®R K ---+ lP':k between generic fibres satisfies 

the inequality 61 < 6 ~f 6 !K. We call the Galois cover h : Y1 ---+ lP'k a 

smoothening of the fake lifting J : Y ---+ lP'k. 
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Note that by property (ii) in Definition 3.1.2 the Galois cover h 
Y1 -+ lP'k is a Garuti lifting of the Galois cover fk : Yk -+ lP'k, which 
dominates the smooth lifting g : X -+ lP'k of the Galois sub-cover gk : 
Xk -+ lP'k. This last property may be used to define the notion of a 
smoothening of a fake lifting independently from Definition 3.1.2 

3.2. 

The existence of a removable vertex in the tree r", which implies 
(by definition) the existence of a smoothening h : Y1 -+ lP'k of the 
fake lifting J : Y -+ lP'k (more precisely, the above inequality 61 < 6) 
(cf. Definition 3.1.3), contradicts the fact that J is a fake lifting (i.e. 
contradicts the minimality of the generic different 6 of j), hence will 
prove the (revisited) Oort conjecture for the Galois cover fk : Yk -+ lP'k 
and the smooth lifting g of gk (cf. Remark 2.3.3). More precisely, we 
have the following. 

Proposition 3.2.1. Let !k : Yk -+ lP'l be a finite ramified Galois 
cover with group G ~ Z/pnz, with Yk a smooth k-curve. Let gk : Xk -+ 
lP'l be the Galois subcover of fk with group H ~ Z/pn-lz. Assume that 
there exists a smooth Galois lifting g : X -+ lP'k of gk defined over R. 
Assume that fk satisfies the assumption (A) in 2.3.1 with respect to the 
smooth lifting g of gk. Let J : Y -+ lP'k be a fake lifting of the Galois cover 
fk : Yk -+ lP'k, which dominates the smooth lifting g of gk, and which we 
suppose defined over R (cf. Definition 2.3.2). We assume that there 

exists a minimal birational morphism Y' -+ Y with Y~ 'I;:! Y' x R k semi
stable, and such that the ramified points in the morphism fK : YK -+ lP'k 
specialise in smooth distinct points of Y~. Let P 'I;:! Y' / G be the quotient 
of Y' by G and r" the tree which is associated to the special fibre Pk of 
P. 

Then, under these assumptions, no internal vertex Pi of the tree f" 
is a removable vertex off" in the sense of Definition 3.1.2. Equivalently, 
suppose that there exists an internal vertex Pi of the tree r" which is a 
removable vertex of r" in the sense of Definition 3.1. 2 (which implies the 
existence of a smoothening h : Y1 -+ lP'k of the fake lifting J : Y -+ lP'k 
in the sense of Definition 3.1. 3). Then the Galois cover fk : Yk -+ 
lP'l doesn't satisfy assumption (A) and the (revisited) Oort conjecture 
[Conj-02-Rev] is true for the Galois cover fk : Yk -+ lP'l and the 
smooth lifting g of the Galois sub-cover gk. 

One can show that fake liftings of cyclic Galois covers between 
smooth curves (assuming they exist) always admit a smoothening in 
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the case of cyclic Galois covers of degree p. This provides an alterna
tive proof of the Oort conjecture in the case of a cyclic Galois group 
G -':t Z/pZ of order p. This proof doesn't use the equation describing 
the degeneration of the Kummer equation of degree p to the Artin
Schreier equation (as in [Se-Oo-Su], and [Gr-Ma]), but rather uses the 
degeneration of the Kummer equation to a radicial equation (see proof 
of Proposition 3.2.2). More precisely, we have the following. 

Proposition 3.2.2. Assume that R contains a primitive p-th root 
of unity. Let fk : Yk ---+ JID~ be a finite ramified Galois cover with group 
G -':t ZjpZ, and Yk a smooth k-curve. Assume that fk satisfies the 
assumption (A) in 2.3.1. The assumption (A) in this case means that 
fk admits no smooth lifting, and a fake lifting is a Garuti lifting with 
minimal generic different. Let J : Y ---+ lP':k be a fake lifting of the Galois 
cover fk : Yk ---+ lP'k, which we suppose defined over R (cf. Definition 
2.3.2). We assume that there exists a minimal birational morphism 

Y' ---+ Y with Yk 112 Y' x R k semi-stable and such that the ramified 
points in the morphism fK : YK ---+ lP'k specialise in smooth distinct 

points of Yk. Let P 112 Y' / G be the quotient of Y' by G (P is a semi
stable R-model of lP':k), and f' the tree which is associated to the special 
fibre Pk of P. Then there exists an internal vertex Pi of the tree f' 
which is a removable vertex of f' in the sense of Definition 3.1. 2. In 
particular, assumption (A) is not satisfied by fk : Yk ---+ JID~ and the 
(revisited) Oort conjecture is true for the Galois cover !k : Yk ---+ JID~ (cf. 
Proposition 3. 2.1). 

Proof. We can assume, without loss of generality, that the mor
phism fk is ramified above a unique point oo of lP'L i.e. work within 
the framework of [Conj-03]. Let P0 be the origin vertex of the tree 
f', and P1 the (unique) vertex off' which is adjacent to P0 . We will 
show that P1 is a removable vertex of f'. The semi-stable R-curve P 1 

(cf. 3.1.1) in this case has a special fibre P1 ,k which consists of the two 
irreducible (smooth) components P0 and P1 which meet at the unique 
double point oo. Let P{ -':t SpfR < 1 > be the formal fibre of P1 \ { oo} 
in P 1, P 1,oo the formal completion of P 1 at oo, and P{' the formal fibre 
of P1,k \ P1 in P 1 . The natural Galois morphism Y' ---+ P restricts to 
Galois morphisms Y{' ---+ P{', andY~ ---+ P1,oo, where Y~ is the formal 
completion of Y' at the unique double pointy above oo. 

The degeneration type of the Galois cover Y~ ---+ P 1,00 on the bound
ary which is linked toP{ is necessarily radicial of type ( ap, -m, 0) where 
m > 0 is an integer prime top (since P 1 is an internal vertex off'), or 
of type (JLp, -m, 0) where m is as above. We only treat the first case, 
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the second case is treated in a similar way (use [Sa], Proposition 3.3.1, 
(a2)). In the first case the Galois cover Y~ --7 P1,oo induces a Ga
lois cover on the boundary which is linked to P{ given by an equation 
XP = 1 + ntprm, for a suitable choice ofT as above, and t < VK(.A) 
(cf. Proposition 1.2.2). Here .A= ( 1 - 1, and ( 1 is a primitive p-th root 
of 1. Consider the Galois cover Y{ --7 P{ which is generically given by 
the equation XP = r-a(r-m + nPt) where a is an integer such that 
a + m == 0 mod p. Then Y{ is smooth over R, and the natural mor
phism YLk --7 P1,k between special fibres is radicial ( cf. [Sa], Proposition 
3.3.1, (b)). The above coverings can be patched using formal patching 
techniques to construct a Galois cover )\ --7 P 1 with group G between 
semi-stable R-curves ( cf. Proposition 1.2.2), and by construction the 
arithmetic genus g1 of the special fibre )\,k (which is in fact equal to 
that of Yk) satisfies the inequality g1 < g as required. Q.E.D. 

3.3. 
Next, we will give some sufficient conditions for the existence of 

removable vertices in the case where the Galois group G -=+ Zjp2 Z has 
order p2 . 

Proposition 3.3.1. Assume that R contains a primitive p2 -th root 
of unity. Let fk : Yk --7 lP'l be a finite ramified Galois cover with group 
G ..'::'t Zjp2 Z, and Yk a smooth k-curve. Let gk : Xk --7 lP'l be the Galois 
subcover of fk with group H-=+ ZjpZ. Assume that there exists a smooth 
Galois lifting g : X --7 lP'k of gk defined over R. Assume that ]k satisfies 
the assumption (A) in 2.3.1 with respect to the smooth lifting g of the 
Galois sub-cover gk. Let J : Y --7 lP'k be a fake lifting of the Galois 
cover ]k : Yk --7 lP'l which dominates the smooth lifting g of gk, which 
we suppose defined over R (cf Definition 2.3.2). We assume that there 

exists a minimal birational morphism Y' --7 Y with Y£ '!;! Y' x R k semi
stable, and such that the ramified points in the morphism fK : YK --7 lP'k 
specialise in smooth distinct points of Y£. Let P '!;! Y' / G be the quotient 
of Y' by G (which is a semi-stable R-model of lP'kJ and r" the tree which 
is associated to the special fibre Pk of P. Assume that there exists an 
internal vertex pi of r" which satisfies the following properties. 

(i) The pre-image of Pi in r contains no ramified vertex. 
(ii) When moving in the tree r" from the vertex Pi towards the end 

vertices of r" we encounter a vertex (necessarily terminal by Lemma 
2.5.4 (v)) whose pre-image in r contains a separable vertex. 

(iii) When moving in the tree r" from the vertex Pi towards the 
end vertices of r" we encounter a unique vertex whose pre-image in r 
contains (in fact consists of) a ramified vertex of type 2. 
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(iv) When moving in the tree r" from the vertex Pi towards the end 
vertices of r" we encounter no vertex whose pre-image in r contains a 
ramified vertex of type 1. 

Then Pi is a removable vertex off" in the sense of Definition 3.1.2, 
and the revisited Oort conjecture [Conj-02-Rev] is true for the Galois 
cover !k : Yk -+ J!D);, and the smooth lifting g of the Galois sub-cover gk. 

Proof. Let Yi be a vertex of the graph r which is in the pre-image 
of the vertex Pi, and Di (resp. Ji) the decomposition (resp. inertia) 
subgroup of the Galois group G at the generic point of Yi. Then Ji -I { 1} 
since the vertex Yi is not terminal (cf. Lemma 2.5.4 (v)). Moreover, 
Ii = Di = G, for otherwise we will contradict the assumption (iii) 
satisfied by Pi above. (Indeed, the cardinality of the decomposition and 
inertia subgroups of the various vertices of r decrease when we move 
towards the end vertices of r, compare with Lemma 2.5.3 (iii)). Let Pi, 
PI, PI' and Pi,oo be as in 3.1.1. Let H' C G be the unique subgroup of G 

with cardinality p and X' ~f Y' j H' the quotient of Y' by H'. We have 
natural morphisms f' : Y'-+ X'-+ P. The Galois cover X'-+ P induces 
above the irreducible component Pi of Pk, outside the specialisation of 
the branched points and the double points of P supported by Pi, an 
Hpt,wtorsor (cf. 1.2.1), where pt < VK((1 -1) and (1 is a primitive p-th 
root of 1. This torsor is generically given by an equation 

where 1 + 1rtp2 g(T) E Fr(R < ~ >) has m + 1 distinct geometric zeros 
in Pi, which we may assume without loss of generality specialise in the 
point t = 0 at infinity (the later follows from the uniqueness of the 
ramified vertex of type 2 in the assumption (iii)). We will assume for 
simplicity that g(T) = Tm. The general case is treated in a similar 
fashion. 

The above Galois cover f' : Y' -+ P induces a cyclic Galois cover 
Y~ -+ Pi,oo of degree p2 above the formal open annulus Pi,oo, with 
Y~ connected (since Di = Ii = G), which induces a cyclic Galois cover 
f~, 1 : Y~,1 -+ X~,1 -+ Pi,oo,1 ~ SpfR[[T-1]]{T} of degree p2 above 

the formal boundary Pi,oo,1 ~ SpfR[[T-1]]{T} of Pi,oo which is linked 
toP{ ~ SpfR < 1 >. We will give an explicit description of the Galois 
cover f~ 1 using the assumptions satisfied by the vertex Pi. The Galois 
cover X~, 1 -+ Pi,oo, 1 is a torsor under the group scheme Hpt,R (where t 
is as above) which has a degeneration type (ap, -m, 0) where m > 1 is 
as above (this results from the assumption (iii) satisfied by Pi), and is 
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given by an equation 

(7rPtX1 + 1)P- 1 = Tm 
1fp2t ' 

where pt < vK((1 - 1) and ( 1 is a primitive p-th root of 1 as above (in 
the general case replace rm by g(T) above). The CYp-torsor Xc'xo 1 k -+ 
Pi,rxo, 1,k at the level of special fibres is given by the equation xf '~ tm, 
where X1 = x1 mod 7f and t = T mod 7f. From the above equation(*) 
we deduce that in x~,1' we have 

1 

In particular, Xc'xo 1 k -=+ SpfR[[Ti]]{Ti1 } and Xf is a parameter of 
Xc'xo, 1,k. Moreover, 'the Galois cover Y~, 1 -+ X~,1 is given by an equation 

where f(T) E Fr(R < ~ >) is such that (1 + 1rP8 f(T)) is a unit in PI, 
for otherwise we will contradict the assumption (iv) satisfied by Pi. We 
can assume without loss of generality that 1 + 1rpt f(T) E R < ~ >. We 
will give an explicit description (by equations) of the degeneration of the 
Galois cover Y~ 1 -+ X~ 1 . Assume for simplicity that f(T) = r-m 1 , 

with m 1 > 0. The gener~l case is treated in a similar way. Thus, the 
above equation is 

Assume first that t S: s. Then on the level of special fibres the ap-torsor 
Y:X, 1 k -+ Xc'xo 1 k is given (in the case where s = t one has to eliminate 
p-p~~ers) by the equation 

where X1 = x1 mod 7f (r1 becomes a p-power in Xc'xo 1 k). Here, x2 = 
(1 +1ft Xf) and x; = Xf mod 1r. In this case the abo~~ cover Yc'xo 1 -+ 
Xc'xo, 1 is a torsor under the group scheme Ht,R, and has a degener~tion 

1 

of type (ap, -m, 0). Note that xf' is a parameter of Xc'xo 1 k· Assume 
now that s < t. Then ' ' 
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which is not an integral equation for Y~ 1 since r-m 1 is a p-power mod 
1r in X~, 1 ,k. To obtain an integral eq~ation we need first to replace 
r-m 1 by its expression in terms of x1' which is deduced from the above 
expression ofT, 

Thus, 
1 

X~= 1 + 1rps(xt')-m1P + ..... + 1rptx1 + ... , 
where the remaining terms have coefficients with a valuation which is 

1 

greater than ps. After replacing 1 + 7rP8 (Xf)-m1p by 

1 

and multiplying the above equation by (1 + 7r 8 (Xl")-m1 )-P, we reduce 
to an equation 

1 

(X~)P = 1 + 7rpt(x;:m)m + ..... , 
where the remaining terms have coefficients with a valuation which is 
greater than pt. In particular, the Galois cover Y~ 1 --+ X~ 1 is a torsor 
under the group scheme Ht,R and has a degeneratio~ oftype,(ap, ~m, 0). 
More precisely, the ap-torsor Y~, 1 ,k --+ X~,1 ,x on the level of special 

1 

fibres is given by an equation i;~ = x 1 = (xf')m. 
The Galois cover f' : Y' --+ P restricts to Galois covers Y{' --+ P~', 

and Yf,oo --+ P~,oo' above P;', and Pi,oo, respectively. Consider the cyclic 
Galois cover Y1 --+ X1 --+ P~ of degree p2 which is generically given by 
the equations 

( 1rpt X 1 + 1 )P ~ 1 m 

2t = T ' 1fP 

(in the general case replace Tm by g(T) above), and 

where t, s, and f(T) are as above. This Galois cover on the generic fibre 
is ramified only at ramified points of type 2 ((1 + 1rps f(T)) is a unit in 
P;). Furthermore, both X1 and Y1 are smooth, and the arithmetic genus 
of the special fibre Y1,k is 0. Indeed, X1 is smooth, and the ap-torsor 
Y1,k --+ x1.k is given by an equation i;~ = X1 by arguments similar 

1 

to the one above (xf' is a parameter on X1,k)· The above coverings 
can be patched using formal patching techniques to construct a Galois 
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cover 5\ --+ 'Pi with Galois group G between semi-stable R-curves ( cf. 
Proposition 1.2.2), and by construction the arithmetic genera g1 and g 
of the special fibres .:i\k and Y~ satisfy the inequality g1 < g. Indeed, 
we have eliminated the contribution to the arithmetic genus of Y~ which 
arise from the separable end components of r, that lie above the end 
components of r" that we encounter when moving form the vertex Pi 
towards the ends of r", and which exist by the assumption (ii) satisfied 
by Pi. This proves that Pi is a removable vertex as claimed. Q.E.D. 
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